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Transformus 2019 Volunteer Teams
Unless otherwise noted below, all volunteers should head
to Mission Control in Center Camp at the start of their shift!
11th Principle: Consent!
Lead: TinTin
Co-Leads: Avarice Bliss and Heather Mitsu

Volunteers should bring:
Sunscreen! That goes double for 11th Principle shifts
at Greeters, where you may be in and out of shade.

The 11th Principle team returns for our fourth
Transformus! We seek outgoing and passionate
volunteers to promote consensual interaction at the
burn through education and advocacy. Two kinds of
volunteers are needed this year: Consent Liaisons at
the Greeters station, who educate incoming
participants, and Consent Castle volunteers, who
use their own unique gifts and skills to educate about
consent at the Consent Castle. Don't hesitate to
email us if you have any questions!

Accessibility
Lead: Jenny Elmore
Co-Lead: Kim Taylor

What a volunteer should expect:
Basically you are a consent ambassador. Help people
understand the 11th principle and converse with
them about it. Whether as a Greeters assistant or
while passing out schwag, helping the community feel
good about boundaries and acceptance is the name
of the game. 11th Principle does not require
volunteers to attend a training.
What's a typical shift like?
Shifts are three hours long. You'll be talking to other
burners and helping them learn more about what we
mean by "consent," why consent is important, and
basic consent DOs and DON'Ts. When everyone is
talking about consent, it's easy to assume that you
know what it means, or to feel like you SHOULD
know what it means and be embarrassed to ask. 11th
Principle volunteers help destigmatize ignorance
around consent and help burners learn how to
respect others and themselves by knowing and
practicing clear consent.

The Accessibility Team helps to make Transformus
more readily available to be enjoyed by people with
disabilities. Burners who have questions about
accommodations for special needs are directed to
Accessibility so that pertinent info to ensure
maximum safety and availability can be collected. This
info is then disseminated to other applicable teams
and Accessibility continues to be involved
throughout the burn, acting as liaisons.
This will be the first year for Accessibility Team
Volunteers! So yeah -- Super Cool!
What a volunteer should expect:
The most important part of the Accessibility
volunteer role is being a welcoming entity who
promotes inclusivity. Volunteers will be at the gate
during all gate hours ready to meet and greet
burners with accessibility needs -- you'll learn
everything you need to know for Accessibility during
your shift.
The Accessibility volunteers at Gate will be helping
to direct those with vehicles that have been preapproved to be in-camp to meet their needs.
Volunteers will help keep an awareness around
where these burners are camping, and that these
burners have discreet signage that states that their
vehicles are approved to be on-site for accessibility.
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Virgin Burners with Accessibility needs can also be
educated about Rangers as a point of contact if they
have an immediate and pressing situation during the
event.
What's a typical shift like?
Most Accessibility shifts are four hours long, with
three hour shifts at the close of each day.
Volunteers should bring:
Sunscreen, water, snacks, a chair, mobile shade like an
umbrella -- anything that will improve your comfort
level while sitting at Gate. While you may have access
to shade during your shift, you should plan on being
out in the sun while you're helping people obtain the
assistance they need.
Back Door Brigade
Leads: Oracle and Regina
The main responsibility of Back Door Brigade
volunteers will be to help Mysterians find space in
open camping, to keep open camping maps current,
and to keep open camping condensed. Each
neighborhood(ish) will have one Back Door Brigade
Volunteer during each shift.
What a volunteer should expect:
Back Door Brigade volunteers act as their
Brigadier's "right hand." While they have a
secondary responsibility to manage open
camping in their area, they are the assistants to
Brigadiers in their neighborhood. Sometimes,
Brigadiers may be caught up in a conflict, or
have to deal with more than one situation at
once; if so, they can send their BDB volunteer
gallivanting off to fetch someone or finish a
task. Back Door Brigade folks move around
quite a bit. They check in with their Brigadier,
may be moving around open camping to settle
people in, help lost hippies find their spots in
the neighborhood, and generally be on-themove at all times. Frequently, Back Door

Brigade
folks
may
move
between
neighborhoods, if there's a Brigadier in need
elsewhere.
What's a typical shift like?
Shifts are four hours long. Each Back Door
Brigade volunteer will have a map of both the
local neighborhoods as well as a map of local
open camping, broken up into sectors. As part
of the Back Door Brigade, you will carry these
with you to keep tabs on open camping still
available in your assigned neighborhood. The
best Back Door Brigade volunteers are action
hippies who are ready to help guide folks
home, and get them settled in, and able to rise
to challenges as they present themselves.
Volunteers should bring:
Back Door Brigade volunteers should bring
their state-issued ID to check out a radio, and
probably shoes. Pants aren't required, nor is
total sobriety, but you should be able to think
and speak clearly. For daytime shift folks,
sunscreen is suggested, as well as plenty of
water.
Creativity (Art)
Lead: Snax
Co-Leads: Radar, Lisa, and Guy Gunn
Wanna help artists set up their awesome stuff,
and/or take their awesome stuff down? Well friend,
you are in the right place. We're looking for people
just like you!
What a volunteer should expect:
The art team is looking for friends to help our artists
set up or break down their creations! You'll get to
talk with and learn from our artists and have a direct
impact on the landscape of our art! You'll need to do
some lifting, walking, and perhaps even some ladder
climbing (physical ladders, not metaphorical ones).
What's a typical shift like?
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Shifts are four hours. Whether you're helping to set
up, or helping to take things apart, same gig.
Volunteers should bring:
Sunscreen and clothes you don’t mind working in.
Department of City Planning (DCP)
Lead: Sundance
Co-Leads: Puck and Cookie
Each year, the City Planning team determines the
location of the theme camps and all other elements
of the city that need placement – and lays out the
entire city before anyone arrives! They provide
support and guidance to all of the theme camps of
Mysteria, and work tirelessly to ensure that
everyone has a little piece of Mysteria to call their
own. “City Planning: Putting You in Your Place!”

extremely well, making sure our home looks as
amazing when we leave as when we got there, if not
better!
What a volunteer should expect:
Hard but rewarding work. Everything from
spreading seed to fixing holes and general land
beautification. Work gloves and a will to put a little
loving into the land are required. There's jobs for all
skill levels on DPW.
What's a typical shift like?
DPW shifts are five hours long. Pre-burn, you’ll be
setting up tents for other teams; post-burn, taking
those tents down again. During the event, there are
tasks like site checks, reseeding burn scars, etc.

Department of Mutant Vehicles (DMV)
Leads: Lucky Bastard and Jeff Tipton

Volunteers should bring:
Clothes you feel comfortable doing work in,
sunscreen, and plenty of water! If you happen to have
some gloves lying around, go ahead and bring 'em.

The DMV oversees Art Car inspections to ensure
that the roads of Mysteria are kept safe!

Drummers Conclave
Lead: Joseph Locke

Need to have your Art Car inspected? Head to
Mission Control to get in touch with the DMV lead
on duty.

Drummers Conclave is the soundtrack for the
Saturday night burn. Take a break from listening to
DJs and participate by playing your drum or other
percussion instrument before and during the effigy
burn. We use a PA to keep everyone in sync and send
the sound across the burn field. We inspire Fire
Conclave to kick butt and amp up the energy for the
effigy burn.

Department of Public Works (DPW)
Lead: Bambi
Co-Leads: Shadetree and Monty Scienceist
DPW is one hardworking team! They work before
and after Transformus, providing valuable services
that Transformus 100% could not exist without. Preburn, DPW helps set up all our stuff like canopies
and tables. Post-burn, DPW really goes into action,
taking down all the gear and repairing the land where
all the dancing hippies, stuck cars, and large
structures have caused a trace. Along with the LNT
team, DPW truly embodies the Leave No Trace
principle. They do hard work but they always do it

What a volunteer should expect:
We will have a shelter on or near the burn field to
quickly protect drums in case of rain. We need both
drummers/percussionists and roadies. Roadies will
help move the PA gear, setup and break down, and
keep people from tripping over wires. Drummers
will drum or play other percussive instruments. The
shift will be from about an hour before dark on
Saturday until the effigy falls.
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Fire Conclave
Leads: Boots and Munky

doesn't harm the crowd. It's a super important job
that is right at the center of our event.

Conclave doesn't happen without fire safeties!
Fire Conclave takes place before the Effigy burns on
Saturday night. Without safeties we couldn’t even
have Conclave, so your help is immensely
appreciated!

What a volunteer should expect:
Most FRT shifts are centered around the effigy and
temple burn. Some volunteers (with training) are
watching the burn and making sure it says in the
center of the field and doesn't fall into or blow up
onto the crowd. It's hot out there, so other
volunteers pass water to the fire watchers and make
sure everyone is on their game. FRT lets the crowd
know when it's safe to get closer once the fire gets
lower.

Do I need prior training to be a Conclave safety?
Whether or not you have previous experience as a
fire performance safety, you are required to attend a
safety training session at 2:00 pm Saturday on the
burn field. If you would like to be a fire safety, this is
the shift to sign up for -- and, as a bonus, you get a
front row seat to the show!
What a volunteer should expect:
All fire safety shifts start at 8:oo pm Saturday on the
Burn field. The shift lasts as long as the burn is
happening, but probably less than four hours.
Volunteers should bring:
If you have a duvetyne fire blanket (or can borrow
one from a campmate), bring it with you!
Fire Spinners: There are no sign-ups for you. Just
arrive on the Burn field at 2:00 pm on Saturday and
bring a safety. We can never have enough safety
volunteers!
Fire Response Team (FRT)
Lead: vespa
Co-Lead: The FNP
We all like fire, right? The problem with fire is that
it's dangerous if not handled properly. That's why
FRT exists! If something at the burn involves fire,
then FRT is in charge of making sure it doesn't wreck
someone's day (or worse). All fire art must be
inspected and approved by FRT; when the effigy and
temple get burned, FRT are the guys in the silver
suits making sure it all falls down properly and

Outside of that, FRT is responsible for handling any
fire-related issue that comes up, from inspecting fire
art to putting out dangerous fire situations if they
occur, so volunteers should already be trained in
these skills.
Did you bring a poofer or other fire art?
All fire art MUST be approved by FRT beforehand!
To contact FRT, find someone with a radio or head
to Mission Control to get in touch with the lead on
duty.
Freeze Your Burn (FYB)
Lead: Jordan La Liaison
The FYB folks are in charge of distributing all of the
ice that you ordered when you bought your ticket.
To be absolutely clear, we are NOT selling ice on
site – only distributing ice that was pre-ordered
through our ticket vendor. Decommodification,
baby! As always, all ice profits will be donated to a
good cause that is local to our event at Marvin’s
Mountaintop.
Ice Pickup is Saturday, from 11:00 am to 2:00 pm –
look for the freezers in Center Camp! Ice orders
are listed under the name and email address of the
purchaser, so be prepared to provide that email
address to the FYB folks as verification during pickBurn this Booklet 2019 | 9

up. If you do not come pick up your ice during that
time, we will donate it to whichever burner we
deem most worthy...
Gate
Lead: Special
Co-Leads: Space Cat, Alexis Delilah, Michael Nighttime,
and Kahlil
It's the Gate! You'll be the first people to welcome
Mysterians home, scan their tickets, collect their
waivers, put on their wristbands, and give them all
the info.
What a volunteer should expect:
Gate volunteers get to sit in the shade under a nice
big tent, so this is a great shift for anyone who is sunsensitive or has mobility issues. You get first eyes on
all the excited Mysterians as they get ready to enter
the city; prepare for lots of hugs and thank yous!
What's a typical shift like?
It's a four-hour shift of crazy fun! You’ll sit behind a
table with other awesome volunteers and do your
part in the ticket-scanning, waiver-collecting,
wristband-putting-on parade that is Gate check-in.
Sobriety isn't required -- but responsibility is, so
moderate as needed.
Volunteers should bring:
Sunscreen, water, and snacks. Chairs and shade
provided!
Greeters
Leads: Tremaine and Jermaine
Do you want to enthusiastically welcome the
community home to Transformus? If so, we've got
the team for you! Here you can educate people on
the 11 Principles, give virgins a crash course in Burn
culture, help veterans find a place to park their snark,
and show off your map reading skills by telling people
where to find their camp.

What a volunteer should expect:
Lots of action! You greet everyone coming into
Marvin’s Mountaintop during your shift and do all of
the things listed above. Knowing the Principles and
being able to explain them to Mysterians is
important. Helping them understand any procedures
that may be new is also necessary.
What's a typical shift like?
Greeters shifts are three or four hours long. Can
you hand out a few spankings? Smile while doing it?
Hug people fiercely while explaining how Mysteria
works? Then Greeters is for you!
Volunteers should bring:
Chairs, sunscreen, water, snacks, and a burning
passion to educate burn virgins and veterans alike on
our 11 Principles!
Inventory
Lead: Jeff Carver
Co-Lead: Bexx
Every Team in Mysteria counts on the Inventory
Team to keep track of their team’s gear year-round
and get their stuff to Mysteria for the burn.
What a volunteer should expect:
The shifts are quick and action-packed. Volunteers
should have the ability to lift at least 25 pounds – we
have a lot of heavy stuff to load into and out of the
Inventory truck.
Note that several of the Inventory volunteer shifts
take place in Raleigh NC before or after the event.
If you’re local, come help us out!
Leave No Trace (LNT)
Lead: Fireball
Not only is LNT an important Principle – it's also a
team at Transformus. This team takes ownership of
making sure we as a community are not only
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educated about how to not leave a trace, but
ensures that every trace is removed at the end of
the event. LNT keeps our land clean and green! It
isn't just some fancy talk we burners spout off about
– it really is a way of life at Transformus. It is
everyone's responsibility to pick up MOOP (i.e.,
Matter Out Of Place -- everything from the grounds
that isn't naturally there). The simple way to do this
is never let it hit the ground in the first place. Butts
from cigarettes, glitter, pieces of plastic, waste food,
grey water, feathers, whatever you might drop...
DON'T. If it came to the burn with you – no matter
how small -- it must go home with you, no
exceptions!
What a volunteer should expect:
LNT volunteers promote LNT and also participate
in actively removing any traces that are found. No
burn is perfect, and no matter how hard we all try,
some things are going to slip through the cracks and
hit the ground. During a LNT shift, volunteers patrol
the grounds looking for MOOP and picking it up. A
keen eye for MOOP, a passion for the community,
and an understanding of the importance of LNT are
key qualities for a volunteer on LNT.
What's a typical shift like?
Most LNT shifts are about two hours long – with the
exception of the post-event MOOP sweep. During
Transformus, a team of two volunteers will do trash
pick-up daily together around all of the portos. After
everything is spruced up nice and clean, each team
will wander about Mysteria to pick up random trash
until the shift is over. On Monday afternoon, a team
of volunteers will MOOP Mysteria one last time,
after surveying for the MOOP map is completed.
These volunteers will be allowed to stay on property
Monday night and can leave Tuesday morning before
noon (make sure you pick up your late exit
wristband from Mission Control!).

Volunteers should bring:
Sunscreen, water, and a zest for maintaining the
beauty of Mysteria! Gloves, trash bags, and hand
sanitizer are provided.
Mission Control
Lead: Pocket
Co-Leads: Lala, Dangle, On Shift, and Silver
Here at Mission Control, we are all about making
sure everything and everyone is where they need to
be to make the event as awesome as possible.
 Need to sign up to volunteer? We got you!
 Need a golf cart for your team? *Slaps roof of
cart* Check this sweet baby out.
 Need a radio for your shift? Radio check, 1, 2.
Over.
Now, we know you’re thinking, "How can such an
important team operate without volunteers to make
it happen?" The answer is simple: we can't! That's
why we need awesome people such as your beautiful
self to help us make sure everything goes off without
a hitch.
What a volunteer should expect:
If you want one of the most laid-back volunteer shifts
that Mysteria has to offer, look no further! Mission
Control is located under the big tent in Center
Camp, so be prepared to hang out in the shade and
help your fellow burners by making sure they have
everything they need to be true-blue Action Hippies.
On Thursday and Friday there will also be a Mission
Control volunteer stationed at Gate during peak
hours to recruit people to volunteer as they roll in
to Marvin’s Mountaintop.
What's a typical shift like?
Shifts are four hours long, and will involve a lot of
fun and different tasks like checking out carts and
radios to team leads and volunteers, helping
Mysterians sign up for volunteer shifts on-site,
answering questions about the various teams, and
just generally being a source of contact and
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information for the entire City. Don’t worry – we
have a helpful manual with all the info you’ll need!
During the busy hours (around lunch), one of the
MC volunteers will roam the city with a megaphone,
informing Mysterians of upcoming events and
volunteer needs. You'll also get to talk to passers-by
about how cool volunteering is, and be an integral
part of making Transformus happen!
Volunteers should bring:
A love for spreadsheets, shade, and maybe a little
snark. Also snacks and things to keep you hydrated.
P.S. Mission Control is where most volunteers will
meet with team leads at the start of their shifts, so
head over to Center Camp early to hang out with
our awesome MC folks before you start your own
shift!
Moonshiners
Lead: Shank
Co-Lead: Wolverine

What's a typical shift like?
Evening shifts usually only last for roughly an hour to
an hour and a half. Morning shifts usually last the full
two hours. Evening shifts involve lots of walking and
some nights we will be carrying transport poles
loaded down with lanterns and placing them all over
town. Morning shifts consist of extinguishing or
gathering the lanterns, changing the batteries out of
the lamps, and staging them for the evening shift for
redistribution.
Volunteers should bring:
Since you will usually be doing a bit of walking, comfy
shoes are a must. During the evening shifts you will
be wearing a cloak which may get warm, so hydration
beforehand is key. But aside from that, just bring your
lovely self!
Parking
Lead: Pez
Co-Leads: Erica Squirrel Dautel, Gavin the beard KohlerBritton, and Brandie Bonnie Brown

Come join the Moonshiners’ lantern lighting
procession each evening and help light the way for
fellow Mysterians in dramatic fashion! If dramatics
aren't your thing, come help gather and maintain our
lanterns during midday shifts to help ensure the
safety of feet and ankles across the land.

We park the metal mammoths that trek in from
hippiewhoknowswhere. We manage, direct and
UNjam traffic in our temporary and beautiful city
from the moment you arrive to the moment you
leave!! Did I mention that we look completely
fabulous doing it? We do. You do. Volunteering is
seeeeeexaaaaaaaayyyyy. Still with me? Lets get you all
set up.

What a volunteer should expect:
Moonshiner volunteers light the night for the lovely
citizens of Mysteria. Moonshiners are the folks who
set up the light poles and turn on the LED lamps all
over the city of Mysteria, ensuring you know where
the paths are when it's dark. Hang the lamps about
sundown, replace batteries in the morning, etc. This
is a definite teamwork-centric job, as carrying the
lights all over Transformus requires several people at
once.

What a volunteer should expect:
In the lot, you will carefully be guiding excited arrivals
to their completely customized parking place, waving
those glorious LED wands at night to safely guide
them to their new home-away-from-home.
Whatever your task there will always be one or two
leads running around to make sure you have
everything you need to be a parking pro.
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What's a typical shift like?
Shifts last 3-4 hours. Parking volunteers take
positions along the road leading to and within the
parking lot, enabling them to “pass” cars from one
volunteer to another, steadily guiding cars to their
temporary parking spot for the weekend. Although
it does involve a small amount of talking to strangers,
Parking doesn’t require much in the way of verbal
communication: volunteers flag cars to show them
the correct path towards the next step-- either
another volunteer further on, or a parking spot. If
it’s busy, it’s not unusual to spend an entire shift on
your feet, and often without much cover, so most
volunteers try to come prepared for the weather.
Parking has water and snacks for volunteers, as well
as fun glowing things to help you flag cars or hold
mini dance parties.

burning art to make sure that everyone is safe.
They’re exactly like bodyguards, but instead of a
movie star there’s a multistory bonfire, and in place
of the groupies there’s a crowd of peaceful dancing
hippies.

Volunteers should bring:
Parking is a lot of fun but depending on the day and
time of your shift you could have a really active time
or a super slow sit in your chair and tan kinda day!
Prep for both!

What a volunteer should expect:
Perimeter volunteers take a position between two
of their fellows, keeping their attention focused on
the crowd in front of them to make sure that no one
crosses the perimeter line established by the lead.
Usually, that doesn’t require anything more than
politely reminding someone of the boundary line and
requesting that they step back. On the very rare
occasion that someone chooses to ignore
perimeter, volunteers are responsible for stopping
them and physically escorting them away from the
burn. Perimeter volunteers are positioned in such a
way that volunteers have assistance in the event that
they have to engage a burner who chooses not to
follow the rules, so-- while it’s highly unlikely that
you’ll
need
to
tackle
someone,
and
even more unlikely that you’ll need to do it solo, if
you like keeping people safe and enjoy the thought
of possibly having to tackle someone, this is your
department.

Right off the bat, make sure you’re wearing
comfortable shoes. You’ll probably be under open
sky during your shift, so bring an umbrella or some
other kind of shade, and don’t forget your
sunscreen! You may want to bring a blanket or chair
so you can sit when things are slow. Parking
recommends bringing your own water to ensure
maximum hydration.
Perimeter
Leads:Transformus Rangers (see below)
The “burn” of a regional burn refers to one of the
few events that involve the entire community:
gathering together to watch as an enormous piece
of art is set on fire to celebrate the beauty of, and
in, impermanence. As you might imagine, the fire
gets pretty big. Perimeter’s job is to establish and
maintain enough space between the burners and the

Do I need prior training to volunteer?
YES! No previous experience needed – just attend
the training! Even if you’ve worked perimeter
before, training is MANDATORY for all perimeter
volunteers.
Effigy Perimeter Training:
Saturday (7.20.19) at 3:00 pm on the Effigy Field.
Temple Perimeter Training:
Sunday (7.21.19) at 3:00 pm on the Temple Field.

What's a typical shift like?
Perimeter lasts from 7:30pm until whenever your
department lead determines that it’s safe to give you
the all clear. You’ll probably be on duty for at least
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two and a half hours, but your department lead will
make the final call.
Volunteers should bring:
Water! You’re gonna sweat! And wear something
you can move in. You can always change into your
amazing costume after the burn. Make sure you
dress in natural fibers -- they’re more fire resistant
than most synthetics, which are often decidedly not
fire resistant. You’ll also want to make sure your
whole body is covered from the back; there’s a good
chance you’ll be positioned close enough to the fire
that exposed skin will be uncomfortable. Some
perimeter volunteers like to drape a wet towel over
their back as heat protection.
Rangers
Lead: Nugget
Co-Leads: Critter, Radar, Runs With Scissors, and Fragile
Turtle
Rangers volunteer to promote the well-being and
safety of the community during the burn. They can
provide support in situations that may be beyond the
scope or capacity to be solved by the community’s
existing commitment to Radical Self-Reliance and
Civic Responsibility. Rangers provide nonconfrontational mediation, information, promote
public safety, and otherwise look for places to be of
service to benefit the burn as a whole. Rangers also
act as an initial point of contact between burners and
EMS, Sanctuary, and Security, and are often able to
help direct people to other departments or services
when needed.
Do I need prior training to volunteer with Rangers?
Volunteers must have completed Ranger Training in
the past 3 years at Transformus, Ignite, or any of our
offsite trainings.
There will be two sessions of Ranger Training at
Transformus this year: Thursday and Friday 1:00 pm
at the Rangers HQ in Center Camp.

What a volunteer should expect:
Shifts are 4 hours long. Rangers are expected to
remain sober for the entirety of their shift. A shift
starts with getting relevant information about the
burn that other rangers have gathered on previous
shifts. Once they’ve gotten updated, and equipped
with a radio and a partner, they’re ready to start
walking. While on duty, a ranger’s job is not to go
out and “help the burn,” but first, simply to be aware
of it. So, rangers spend their shift wandering around
the burn pretty much like they would at any other
time. If they’d normally want to check out art or go
dance, that’s the same thing they’ll do as a ranger,
although they do try to make sure they don’t stay in
one place for too long if they can. When they
become aware of a situation, they rely on their
training to identify if it’s a problem, if it’s a problem
that needs outside assistance, and if so what kind of
outside assistance is needed.
Rangers almost always offer assistance and support
to burners who are already involved in a situation,
rather than taking ownership of problems or
demanding authority over others. Ranger shifts are
often pretty quiet. When that isn’t the case, it might
involve mediating a dispute between campmates,
meeting someone who had too much to drink and
needs help finding their camp, providing assistance
to other services to help maintain order during an
accident or to find a burner they need to speak to,
or just about anything else. Once your shift is done,
you’ll return to Ranger HQ in Center Camp and
report on your shift to inform others before their
shifts in the future.
Volunteers should bring:
Make sure you bring water! A hydrated hippie is a
happy hippie. Wear your Ranger shirt for public
visibility, and bring everything you’d normally bring,
or want someone else to bring, when you go out
(sunscreen, bug spray, electrolyte packets, bandaids,
snacks, a pocket knife, etc.). Rangers try to be ready
for situations without knowing about them
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beforehand, so they often carry a surprising array of
items with them. If you’ve attended training and still
have questions, asking a more experienced rangers
for their opinion can be very enlightening.
Dirt Rangers
Rangers patrol the grounds in uniform (Ranger shirt)
with walkie-talkies and act as the first line of
communication between participants and EMS,
Sanctuary and Security. The Rangers are dedicated
to the safety of the citizens of Mysteria and its
environs by addressing situations within the
community that might otherwise require outside
intervention. Volunteers must have completed
Ranger Training in the past 3 years at Transformus,
Ignite, or any of our offsite trainings. Each shift is 4
hours long and requires complete sobriety. A map of
Mysteria will be provided!
 Mentor Rangers are Rangers who have had at
least 2 Ranger shifts experience at any BMOrg
sanctioned event.
 Alpha Rangers are new Rangers or someone
who would prefer to team up with a more
experienced Ranger.
Ranger Khakis
Khakis are experienced Rangers who have been a
Dirt Ranger a minimum of 3 times at any of the
Transformus family of Burns. (If you have been a
khaki Ranger at another Burn and would like to
volunteer
at
Transformus,
email
rangers@transformus.com
to
ensure
you
understand our burn-specific Ranger protocol
before signing up for a shift.) Khaki Ranger is always
on the radio ready to dispatch Rangers or other
team services where they are needed. The Ranger
shift Lead always uses “Khaki” as their radio handle
so at any time anyone with a radio (Ranger or
otherwise) knows who to call for Ranger assistance.
At Transformus this is also your experienced shift
lead and who you go to for advice.

Sanctuary
Lead: Tanya Everywhere
Co-Leads: Obreeon and Dirty Prophet
Sanctuary team is a rather underrated team. Lots of
people don't even know they exist, and this isn't a
bad thing. Sanctuary is there when the burn
becomes too much for a participant. Every year
some people hit their breaking point, perhaps due
to stress, perhaps a natural cause, perhaps chemical
related, whatever the reason it's no fun being stuck
in a place with tons of people when you just can't
handle it right then. That's when you go to
sanctuary, a calm, secluded place where you can
relax and get yourself back in a better state of mind
with the help of some super caring volunteers.
Believe it or not some of the busiest times for
sanctuary are during the burn set up days like
Wednesday and Thursday; these days are when
people are SUPER stressed out, apt to get into big
arguments, and blow their top. Some people get
angry, some cry, some just can't deal and want to
walk away from it all for a while. Sanctuary is there
to help you through this and get you back on your
game. Any EMS or Ranger volunteer can point you
to sanctuary and help you get there when you need
it as these teams work closely with sanctuary to
ensure the well being of all our participants.
Do I need prior training to volunteer with Sanctuary?
For regular Sanctuary tent volunteers, no training is
necessary. However, to volunteer as a Paisley (see
below), you must have prior experience as a
Sanctuary Volunteer or Paisley Volunteer at a
previous Ignite! or Transformus event. Paisley
training will take place on Friday and Saturday at
4:oo pm in Center Camp.
What a volunteer should expect:
In general your job is to help those who need help.
Sanctuary is always located in an out of the way quiet
spot so it can be as relaxing as possible. The kinds
of people who end up needing sanctuary come from
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all walks of life and for a variety of reasons. Your job
is to be a calm presence to help that person get
settled and back to a centered place of being.
Training is provided as needed. Sanctuary volunteers
are almost never seen because they are so ninja, but
they are immensely valuable and the burn would be
a much worse place without them. Sanctuary tent
volunteers are patient, kind, not easily activated, and
level-headed. Sobriety is a must! Costumes with
blinkies or potentially distressing images should not
be worn. No masks.
What's a typical shift like?
Volunteers should report directly to the Sanctuary
tent for their shift. (If you’re not sure where it’s
located, ask a Ranger or someone at Mission
Control.) Sanctuary tent shifts are four hours long.
In general your job is to help those who need help.
Sanctuary is always located in an out-of-the-way,
quiet spot so it can be as relaxing as possible. The
kinds of people who end up needing sanctuary come
from all walks of life and for a variety of reasons. Your
job is to be a calm presence to help that person get
settled and back to a centered place of being.
Training is provided as needed. Sanctuary volunteers
are almost never seen because they are so ninja, but
they are immensely valuable and the burn would be
a much worse place without them.
Volunteers should bring:
We provide everything a volunteer might need for
their shift, but you might want to bring some sort of
activity to keep yourself occupied in the hopeful case
that sanctuary is empty during your shift.
What is a Sanctuary Paisley?
The Paisley team assists volunteers with their shifts,
provides mobile support and outreach, and assists
the Lead on duty with meeting the needs of our
community. They are the initial contact for many
sanctuary participants, and will work closely with
other teams at the burn to provide the best possible
support to those in need. Requires prior experience

as a Sanctuary Volunteer or Paisley Volunteer at a
previous Ignite! or Transformus event.
Paisley shifts are six hours long. This is a roaming
shift; the individual on call will be given a golf cart to
patrol the event and respond to mobile sanctuary
needs. Sobriety is a must. Paisleys should wear
sensible clothes, as they will be assisting with
transport and off-sanctuary-site duties. Paisleys are
level-headed, patient, kind, and not easily activated.
Paisleys will also be acting as sanctuary oversight, so
managerial strengths are a plus.
Paisleys will report to sanctuary to rendezvous with
the outgoing Paisley before heading to Center Camp
to check out a golf cart and radio. Make sure you
have your state-issued ID with you!
Shuttle Team
Lead: Angela
Co-Lead: Erik
Welcome to Transformus’ new Shuttle Team!
Getting Mysterians from here to there and
everywhere. The Shuttle Team is looking for folks
wanting to drive around Mysteria in a 6-seater golf
cart.
Requirements: You must have a valid drivers licenses
and bring it with you when you check in. You must
be sober during your shift. Be willing to engage your
passengers and talk about happenings around
Mysteria. You will have a walkie-talkie, so you will
need to know how to use it.
That's it! Look forward to seeing you all at
Transformus 2019!
Do I need prior training to volunteer with XX?
Nope! If you’ve never driven a golf cart or used a
radio before, ask the Shuttle Lead for a brief
overview.
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What a volunteer should expect:
There will be a designated route with stops for
moving Mysterians around the mountain. As a
volunteer, you will be driving along this route and
stopping at the shuttle stops to pick up and drop off
participants. You will also be asked to share
information about events, happenings, and other
goings-on during your drive with riders.
What's a typical shift like?
Shifts are four hours long, and basically involve
driving in a huge circle for the entire shift. You’ll
meet new people, see new things, and get to look
super cool behind the wheel :)
Volunteers should bring:
Water, snacks, sunscreen, a portable radio, etc. Maps
of Mysteria will be provided!

Signage
Lead: Alexa Eliana
Co-Lead: Bubble Butt
Signage team helps you know where the hell you are
and where the hell you're going. Transformus is
pretty large and has lots of need for labeling. The
Signage team works hard pre-event to create
everything from entry signs, to info kiosks, to
neighborhood signs, and pretty much anything that
gets printed and is for participant viewing.
What a volunteer should expect:
Signage needs help with turning on the lights for each
neighborhood's sign, as well as replacing batteries as
needed. Head to Mission Control in Center Camp
at the start of your shift to meet with your team
lead!
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Map of Mysteria 2019
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Drum Camp
Rating color: Green
Organizer: Joseph Locke
Support Camp for Drummer's Conclave
Nama'Stay In Bed
Rating color: Green
Organizer: Dharma and MacGyver
Region of Origin: South East

Camp Nama'Stay In Bed will be a Zen space for
those that want to come to hang out, chill, listen to
some music, and be mellow....or not. We will have
lots of wine, munchies, and several food events.
Yoga classes TBD by 200 RYT. Tarot readings and
meditation upon request. Henna tattoo fun available.
Our Airstream trailer offers a quiet space if one
needs to escape the melee and air conditioning for
cooling off.
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Aphroteasiac Tea House
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Sheffa and Peter
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Join us for conversation and chill at the teahouse by
the Temple. We're here to warm you up, cool you
down, and help you relax.
Bangarang
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Melissa Klima and Jackie G
Region of Origin: Somewhere Yankee
Join us at Bangarang for our usual music, art, and
shenanigans, and the return of LASER TAG! Face off
against your friends on our obstacle course, or
dance it out to your favorite DJs on our dance floor.
Expend some energy and get some exercise while
you nurture your competitive spirit, or come chill
out in our lounge area and watch the mayhem from
a distance. We supply the beats, you supply the
company, with special events happening throughout
the weekend, too.
Camp Beemore
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Starter and Sherpa
Camp Beemore is a Baltimore-based Burner
menagerie of visionary mischief-makers, uninhibited
booty-shakers, virtuoso world-creators, avant-garde
awe-curators,
fathomless
dream-dreamers,
unrelenting plan-schemers, earth-shattering music
magicians, extraordinary experience technicians,
rowdy blissful chaos agents, and trickster status quo
reagents. Home is wherever we build our Hive, and
we give our all to keep our vision alive. Our hands
may be dirty but our spirits are free and we’re
shaping the kind of world where we want to bee. A
Bee is industrious, but never a martyr; we work
feckin’ hard but throw down even harder. We keep
it buzzing non-stop (a Bee’s work’s never done) but
the sweetness we all share is damn worth it, hon.

Camp Eau de Toilette
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: Jordan La Liaison, Sophie La Leo, Megan, and
Justin
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Camp Eau de Toilette: Serving up essential toiletry
items to Mysterians who forgot them! If you left for
camp in a rush, it's no worries because we
remembered your toothbrush! Forget your lip lube
like a noob? Stop by and we'll gift you a tube! If
you're stranded in the sun without your SPF, just
hustle on over before you burn to death! If you
started unexpectedly or forgot your vajay plug, just
come on by, no need to bug! Didn't remember to
bring a bag for your camp MOOP? Swing through
and get one so you don't feel like poop. Camp Eau
de Toilette will be offering up toothbrushes,
tampons and pads, sunscreen, lip balm, trash bags,
and more. If our Open sign is out, we'll be happy to
see if we have in stock what you need to be
comfortable and happy. Catch us at the right time
and we may even be offering up Bloody Marys,
Mimosas, Egg & Cheese Breakfast Sandwiches or
Grilled Cheese!
Dualsport Spinners
Rating color: Green
Organizer: Danceswithsticks and Mad Mike
Region of Origin: South East
Ukulele lessons, nunchaku spin class, devil stick
lesson
Habitat for Insanity
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: Teppy
Steam is the New Fire! (Sweat Lodge), Shaven, Not
Stirred! (Alcoholic snow cones)
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Infinity Gathered
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Michael and Sugar High
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
We are the crew that is building the effigy and we
have a bar too. Come talk stories of past, present,
and future glories! We'll see you there :)
La La land
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Lala
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
Come hang out with me, lala, in my magical world of
whatever I have imagined and thrown together.
There's some paint with dildos or other objects but
I'm sorry I couldn't figure out what a brush is. If
painting isn't your thing, then I have chairs and the
randomness that has became my world. See for
yourself and cross your fingers you don’t get lost in
lala land, or do. I'm okay with that.
Loud Erudite Goblins on Fire
Rating color: Red
Machine Elves Local 309
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Ray and AO
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Weaving the fabrics, chinking the logs, multiplying
the cells and refracting the fractals that make up
every universe is the best job ever, but it's also
serious and tiring work. Every once in a while the
machine elves need to blow off some steam by
getting their burn on and having a partayyy down at
the local union hall. Beings, burners and revelers
from all dimensions, levels of consciousness, and any
plane of existence are welcome to join the fun.
Oasis Lounge
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Sidhe “She” and Smiles
Sparkly Woodland Folks • Lovers & purveyors of the
good life.

PANGEA
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Ashley Andrews and Grubeard
World music & jungle vibes.
Platform 9¾
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: Potter and Pope Spencer
Region of Origin: Somewhere Yankee
Witches and Wizards throughout the burn may
board the Hogwarts Express 2.0 Magic Art Car from
Platform 9¾. From this boarding station the
Hogwarts Express 2.0 Magic Art Car will depart
round trip to Hogwarts and various local stops along
the way. Word to the wise for the weary Witch or
Wizard: Wizarding hijinks happening hourly!!.......
Porcine Aviation
Rating color: Green
Organizer: Monkey and Leila
Home of Tangle Dangle, the rock climbing twister
wall, and Ball Slappin', the pacman-style maze tag
game. Come put your name on the score board!
Pyramid People
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Outdoor Voice
We are the Pyramid People. We camp under a giant
purple pyramid, we make pyramid necklaces, and we
play games with colorful little pyramids. Pyramids
are cool. (We also dig cubes and round things.)
Raised By Rabbits
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Fireball and Jeff Tipton
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Once again it's time to ride the frontier with the
Rabbits! Recently back from their historical yearlong tour of default world, the Rabbits want to
celebrate summertime at the Warren with their
herd and the beloved Transformus community.
Come by and visit the Bunny Bar and share in a
Shotski next to the ghost of the Gypsy Bar! Come
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shake your cottontail at the Watership Get-Down!
Hop on over for good fellowship and epic story
reads! Please note: We welcome ALL species and
just because you might be a goat, or a peacock, or a
cat, or even a sparklepony, does not mean you can't
be raised by rabbits right. So come on by, check your
pants at the door, and get ready for what will surely
be a thumping good time!
Red, White, & Brew
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Radar and Sailor
Region of Origin: South East
We brew things, whether that's coffee or jello shots.
Look for our mobile cart in the mornings, bringing
coffee and bacon to tired Mysterians. We like
America but we don't talk politics and the only party
we care about is the one we're having, so come on
down.
Serenity: Firefly Base Camp
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Lacey and Chris
Are you a weary space pirate who needs a place to
rest a spell, share stories of your travels, or just
some time to plan your next heist *ahem*
adventure? Join us on Serenity (look for the teal
bus!) WE AIM TO MISBEHAVE! Or flag us down in
the Steampunk Airship Firefly!
The Burlington GOAT Factory
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Shane and Mark
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
‘Sup Transformus. It's your champ, Tom Brady, here.
The Burlington GOAT Factory is dedicated to
providing burners with a five star experience. Our
team of Yelp Elite Squad (YES!) experts will curate a
top-notch extravaganza for you any time you stop
by. Let our elite community members and role
models provide top-notch service...4u! No Mickey
Mouse stuff here. Pay homage to the Greatest of All
Time at our shrine, have a five-star artisanal bagged

wine tasting, get pliable and receive the insider info
on the burn's hottest locations 2k19. Our team is
here for you. MAKE SURE YOU RATE US FIVE
STARS ON YELP.
The Gang Becomes Infinitely Self Similar
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: Sara Tonin and Gumdrops
Region of Origin: Somewhere Yankee
We will be creating a light up lounge for everyone
to come and relax and get weird. We come
equipped with crazy stories, fun games, and we're
pretty easy on the eyes as well.
Very Important Burners (VIB)
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: Andrea and LisaLisa
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
The VIB Lounge embodies the principle of Radical
Self Importance. Privileged and approved burners
who pass our rigorous screening process will be
ushered past the red velvet ropes to experience:
signature VIB swag, table service, and entertainment.
Is your theme camp no longer attracting the burniest
burners? VIB is also available to conduct top-down
assessments and elevate your experience. We
accept payment in gold and nepotism.
White Dragon Noodle Bar
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: Kelfay and The Literal Best
From the dust of the Nevada desert flats to the
snowy tundra of the Appalachian hills, White
Dragon Noodle Bar has been slinging our worldfamous vegan soy shiitake noodle soup to the
huddled masses for fifteen years. Sumo wrestle a
buddy and you both win hearts — and cut the line.
We practice rampant favoritism (we find gin
favorable).
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Your Soul Is My Soul
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Mathias and Scrum
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Your Soul Is My Soul is a theme camp dedicated to
live music and fire performance, and all that goes
along with it. We will have a full drum set, piano,
microphones, electric guitar and bass, electric violin,
and other instruments on site and hooked up to a

small sound system set up on a ramshackle stage.
Come by and attend one of our open jams or
daytime events, or come see a full set band
performance around dark on Friday or after the
burn Saturday. We also love fire, and will have a fire
spinning stage and fuel dump provided for anyone
willing to perform. Oh...and a FULL BAR.
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Arcana
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: Evan and Lisa
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Arcana returns to Mysteria with another collection
of audiovisual content to engage your senses. We'll
have nightly showings in our theater of our various
collections of video oddities. Come join us!
Bliss Box
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Eileen and Zaphod
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Are you an inter-dimensional traveler weary from
traversing the sands of time? Overwhelmed by the
cornucopia of fantastical visual, auditory, and sensual
delights of Mysteria? Want to discover your
fundamental interconnectedness to all things in the
universe? Ready to come to terms with your
overwhelming insignificance and parallel pivotal
importance? Rest assured, our Bliss Box will provide
a cushioned perch for the existential metamorphosis
of your burn. Gaze up into the astral planes of
existence and escape into the infinite depths of the
universe. Revelations welcome 24 hours a day,
alone, with loved ones, or with strangers. Some
times may be more cosmically gratifying than others.
Bring own towel.
Camp Contact
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Spacious
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Camp Contact brings embodiment practices such as
Acro Yoga, Massage, Meditation, Contact
Improvisation Dance, Hooping and more to the
burn! We also are fascinated by crypto-based
systems and like to talk about new technology.

Camp Justice League
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: batnips
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
We're a nerdy gaming pub.
Probably.
Camp No Friends Here
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: ATL
A crew of assholes who all camp together because,
well, we're assholes.
Camp Updog
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Colonel Updog and Polemic
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
What's Updog? Not much, just hiding from the
amazing Effigy fire raining down from the sky, how
about you? Come by and hang out with friends, old
and new. Sip some tea and join us for Cookies &
Cocktails. Come for the Cookies and Alcohol, stay
for the awesome tree lasers. Be sure to find a disco
ball and ask us for the Dogballs special.
CLASSHOLES!!!!!!
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Nicole and Tim Slayhern
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
Class is back in session! Come by for a reminder of
all those special school times... That hot teacher...
that epic school-wide game of tag... that 4th Place
Honorable Mention Spelling Bee trophy you still
have... that time you swiped your mom's Arbor Mist
and brought it in your water bottle... that time you
got caught masturbating in the bathroom with
pictures of... Well, maybe not THAT time. But what
matters is that you learned something! Check the
blackboard for daily activities, and prepare to get
schooled!
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Fromage Grille
Rating color: Green
Region of Origin: Somewhere Yankee
Low Expectations and Bad Decisions
Rating color: Red
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
Micro Balls
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Mordecai and Nico
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
We are small but mighty, elegant but dirty. Ball
Gowns will be worn. Balls will be played with.
And/or dodged. Principles will be upheld.
Mustacheville
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Chris
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Providing a chill, relaxed atmosphere, shade with
things to recline on, and cool home-brewed libations
to fill one’s cup, all with a distinctly mustachioed
twist. Find yourself in a quiet repose surrounded by
artistic distractions and conversation as flavorful as
the beer. Mustacheville: “We don’t know how to
not.”™
New York Dangerous
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: Hot Toddy
Region of Origin: Somewhere Yankee
We are a merry band of adventurers from New
York City and specialize in "everything your mom
warned you about." We like talking with strangers,
drinking too much, and have been known to run
around with scissors. Come say hello, we have Free
Candy!

PB&J Bar
Rating color: Green
Organizer: Steve and James
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
50% self serve food and beverage bar
Shady "as fuck" Acres
Rating color: Yellow
Region of Origin: South East
Shady Acres is the premier retirement village for the
most distinguished and jaded burners. After you are
done with your volunteer shifts, setting up your art,
and dancing the night away, wouldn't it be great to
have place you can retire to? A place where the
music is played at a reasonable volume and the
fireside chats go on deep into the night. Then Shady
Acres may be for you!
The D Presents: Smellsburg and Hammock
Paradise
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Grandma and Snacks
Region of Origin: South East
Follow your nose to the olfactory offerings of
Smellsburg. Float by for a gentle waft, sniff, or spritz.
Linger at our smell bar and make your own essential
oil spray to keep your burn body smelling
sensational. Nuzzle your nose into our fragrant
flowers and herbs. Submit to aromatic indulgence.
ConSCENTual smells only! Elevate your mood and
your body by climbing on our geodesic dome! Join
our hammock paradise and maybe even flip your
perspective with an upside down hang. Sway in the
breeze, fill with air, float away!
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Arrr! Camp & LGBTea House
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: Kass and Pirate Mouse
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Arrr! Camp is a chill space that's smoke free! We
serve tea and listen to audio books during the day.
We do kinky things and watch cartoons at night.
We're a super LGBT, body, queer, kink, and tea
positive space. We have 2 chill spaces: our living
room plays audio books and cartoons, and our
LGBTea House serves tea when they feel like it.
We're a great place to relax when things are too
much in Valhalla, but you don't want to stop your
experience!
Camp Invisible
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: Mitsu Sincognito and Mescaline
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
We have a dungeon for your kinky leisures and
bacon for your eating pleasures. What else could
you possibly need?
Elton Johnnie Walker
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: Ruby and Flora
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
Come down to Camp Elton Johnnie Walker to say
goodbye to that yellow brick road and embrace your
tiny dancer! We'll be serving whisky of all sorts to
get you properly warmed up -- just as Sir Elton
would have wanted it.
Garden of Hedons
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: Stephanie and Bláthnaid
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
Step into our Garden. Curl up to a sexy serpent,
confess your original sins, and be rewarded with
forbidden fruit.

Nacho Average Cuddles
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: Radiance
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
Nacho Average Cuddles is a cheesy collective of
weirdos and misfits who offer up salty snacks and
welcome access to our inclusive cuddle puddle. A
safe space for POC, queerdos, and virgins.
Purple Camp/LSDragon's Lair
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: PyroCelt
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Every freak gets tired and needs shelter from the
rain, even the Lazy e'Scaped Dragon. This is the
purple respite of that gentle beast.
Tasty Pasty
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: Megan Cosmos and Dust Bunny
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
We used to just put food on titties. But oh my,
things have gotten quite out of hand since then. We
are home to the “pickled egg incident,” the original
butt plug tug of war, and we’re the miscreants
responsible for the phrase “Butt Stuff Burn”! We like
to think of Tasty Pasty as a land of opportunity and
spectacle for saying HELL YES to radical consensual
experiences. Participants have described us as “their
favorite experience ever at a burn” and thanked us
profusely for pushing boundaries in the burn world.
We aim to razzle, dazzle and shock you to your
core, but also hope that our genuinely weird
experiences allow you to open your sphincter
up…oops I mean SELF... to love and to understand
yourself a little better. To be quite honest, we never
know what we’re going to think of next, so come
get weird with us and leave your dignity at our door
because you’re not getting it back!
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The Playground
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: TRex
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
The Playground is a magical and mysterious place
where incredibly remarkable beings reside to offer
hedonistic play, childlike wonder, and fluffing to the
citizens of Mysteria. We bring our legendary
squirting competition/female body empowerment
event (which all began at TFus and has been brought
to various regionals on both coasts), a giant Twister
board (with a naked twister event), and a fluffing
station (mouthwash, sunscreen, massage table, back
scratches, hugs, etc.).

Waffelhaus
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: Waffle Mike and Baby D
We serve up delicious Belgian liège waffles and a few
other waffle concoctions. Our waffles will change
your life. You'll never look at a pancake the same
way again.

The Sinister Minister
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: IAB
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
Potential penitents will prove they are worthy to
enter the Confession Booth and be judged by our
Sinister Minister. If their confession is both creative
and perverse, they will be allowed to enter the
Communion Bar to partake in Wholy Potato Vodka
Water. If they are judged to be unworthy, they will
be banished to the Excommunication Purgatory to
consider their lowly state and attempt to make
penance for being dull, possibly assisted with some
Wholy Potato Vodka Water. Successful applicants
will be led in the sacred communion rites of the
Priest of the Perverse and are at the mercy of the
presiding Potentate.
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Aegir's Tavern
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Rough Trade and Stu
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
Viking-inspired shenanigans. Smash and get smashed
at Aegir's Tavern!
Camp Shit Show
Rating color: Red
Region of Origin: Cackalacky
We are Camp Shit Show! Hailing from Asheville,
NC, we are just a couple of artists who would like
to bring to you our first annual Shit Show ‘n’ Tell!
We offer other events and activities for you to enjoy
or be offended by. However, we can't promise we
will always be put together, as we are, in fact, a total
Shit Show (the fun kind.)
Catastrophe!
Rating color: Red
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
First Fires
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: Basil
A(rt) Camp constantly experiencing multiple
timeline loops while weaving the tapestry of
spacetime into art cozy chill space with dancing, art,
árt, aRt, and heckling the concept of linearity
because it’s too straight for them. Art, A R T a®️t.
Also, Ghosts.
Wow that's a work of aRt™

Spirit Camp
Rating color: Green
Organizer: Josiah
Spirit Camp is a community that loves, heals, frees,
cares, and shares. We offer classes, workshops,
blessings, food, and music. Dream and tattoo
interpretation, bringing Heavenly Presence, mind
clearing, removing darkness and oppression,
bringing peace, compassionate listening, and aligning
the soul. A safe space for grounding. You can tell us
your secrets: dark, clean, or future dreams. May
include hangout space, performances/interactive
collaborations, drum circles, improv, jam sessions,
and art. Come into our warm space for a personal
blessing! Workshops and classes may include topics
such as: Love, connection, gratitude, community,
forgiveness, and personal responsibility through
character and integrity. Check the boards at our
theme camp for class and workshop times.
You Are Beautiful
Rating color: Green
Organizer: Free Radical and Preacher
You Are Beautiful Camp celebrates the subtle and
not-so-subtle beauty in all Mysterians, and creates a
cozy,
welcoming
space
for
you
to
discover/remember your own beauty. Come enjoy
a beautiful moment with us! We might be cooking
food to share, playing a ridiculous game, preparing
for a wandering adventure, or (gasp!) talking about
our feelings. Come jump in to whatever is
happening!

Serenity
Rating color: Green
Organizer: Yoni "brightside" Gold
Region of Origin: South East
Serenity is the place for health, wellness, relaxation...
with a touch of platonic kink! Bringing back the fun
with playforms like Shibari for Relaxation, Kinky
Coloring for Meditation, and Self awareness through
sensory deprivation/stimulation. We have both a
movement tent AND a sweet chill den!
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Fast and the Furriest
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Flatty McFlatflat and Little McFlatty
Speed checks will be in place for all motor vehicle
races and dangerous activities. Enjoy the sunrises
and the long walk back when someone runs off with
your cart because you forgot your keys in it while
you were trying to take that prrrfect sunset photo.

The Small Something
Rating color: Green
Organizer: PartyBear and Kate Relish
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
The Small Something is a hidden, creative oasis for
those enterprising passers-by who venture off the
beaten path into Nutopia and are willing to slow
down and engage their senses and their curiosity to
appreciate direct experience in the face of the
increasingly impersonal and streamlined forces of
Big Nothing in default world. Enjoy our massage
station, and see what the wee Folk have been doing
in their tiny fae houses.
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BooBoos Buffing & Booty Calls
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: David Hinkle and Monski
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
The famous Love Burn camps The Magic Touch
and Huang Di: The Yellow Emperor present: Boo
Boos, Buffing and Booty Calls: A bodywork, Herbal
Health and Comfort Station, and Forum for
discussions on Love, Sex and Healing.

Boo Boos: Monski will be bringing her 34’ school
bus converted into an Herbal Health and Comfort
Station. We will serve hot tea, soup and have “Tea
talks” and panel discussions (some in workshop
form) on Ovarian Kung Fu, Tantric Love, and
Avoiding Poly Fall Out (tools to help the
polyamorous community). Herbal Health for minor
ouchies, sore throats, and simple injuries will gladly
be addressed by our experienced herbalists. Body
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therapies such as cupping, tui na and gua sha will be
offered as well.
Buffing: David Hinkle is bringing his famous Buffers
for body work and buffergasms!! These will be
conducted with the highest level of consent and
privacy, or you may experiment with his body
buffers on each other (again with consent and
guidance). No participants under 18 please.
Booty Calls: We will provide a phone to use as a
tool to make a booty call to your Fantasy Mate,
Lover, Tantric God or Goddess, or even the
girl/boy/non-binary (or any thing in between) next
door. This, of course, is a tool for self-exploration
and manifestation of true love, sexual bliss and
conscious change. You are invited to record your

conversation on your personal device for future
reference. We will provide a person to listen and
react to your call, if you so desire. Performance
Art, Poetry, and Mad Ranting is encouraged and
supported in this forum.
Special Feature: The No Guilt Kilt Show (We’re
auditioning strapping young lads at present.)
Skrambles**!*
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: Sarge
Born from confusion and tempered by mild
incompetence, now a respectable bar and lounge!
The events are eclectic, the drinks are good, and
the fire is warm.
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Beat Pitt
Rating color: Red
Organizer: LaTower and Zatch
List of things which will be getting smoked in the Beat Pitt:
- meat
- circuitry
- your brain
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Echo Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Sam Delirium and Ben
Region of Origin: Somewhere Yankee
The lands of Mysteria will resound in 2019 with the
glorious thunder of Bass and mirth as the Echo
Collective Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp!
Welcome, weary traveller, join the society of
Blurple Knights in this festival of summertime
merriment, mischief, mayhem and music. Quench
your thirst and engage in the formal art of snark at
Viking hall, lose your troubles and get washed away
in our seafarer's lounge, or battle for booty shaking
glory on the main dance floor. Challenge the local
wizard for title of most wizardly. Rage with the
champions of shenanigans for glory, for honor, for
whomps.
Flaming nitro ratchet cats
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Tuesday and Firefly
Crazy cats hiding in the woods.
LoveLab
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Teak and Michael Heston
Region of Origin: Somewhere Yankee
Come boogie down to some wicked beats, livemixed visuals, and have our experienced Lab Techs
mix up the perfect potion for you (Friday and
Saturday nights). And on Saturday 4pm-7pm, we are
running ScreenLab -- A silkscreen demonstration.
Come get something silkscreened while learning
how to do it -- Limited time, Limited Supply, come
early... first come first served. (While your clothes
dry, compete in the "pants off dance off" -- nudity
encouraged!)
Muddy Roots
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Carlo and Sugar Daddy
Region of Origin: Somewhere Yankee

Camp Muddy Roots may have some "tripping" risks
and we cannot guarantee it to be hazard free… or
dry! Now that we got that out of the way, your
experience with us will be full of music, art, and
shenanigans! This is a place to network, play, dance,
and enjoy art. Put your seats back, tray tables in their
upright positions, because we want to go for a ride!
Our team will have a memorable sound system that
will push you to dance, smile, and mingle with the
best! Don’t just dance in your mind; we have booze
and subwoofers! We are a team from both
Philadelphia & NYC bringing a powerhouse of djs,
producers, and eclectic talent. We will have visual
art and projections to inspire you when you arrive.
Intelligent lights and party favorites won’t be
forgotten. Have a drink at our bar, check for happy
hours and special events scheduled. We look
forward to meeting and experiencing Transformus
with you at Camp Muddy Roots!
Party Liberation Front and Fire Triangle
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Tornado Kelley and Bowman
Region of Origin: South East
Fire Triangle and Party Liberation Front are back to
rock another Transformus. We cordially invite you
to congregate, participate, and celebrate in our
collective corner of Mysteria. Here we strive to get
as appropriately weird as possible with fiery antics,
bass-infused booty shaking, and memory-making
times, from the time the gates of Marvin's
Meowtaintop open well into late Sunday. During
your stay, visit the FT flaming libation station and
hydrating lounges. Approach, praise, and worship at
the kitty altar where you can join the cat cult and
receive feline blessings aplenty or take a load off
your feet in the Pretty Princess Pussy Palace. Let's
get weird, y'all.
SWOMP Camp
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Luci and Tiniest Viking
Region of Origin: South East
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Bringing you all the delicious wubs and womps you
crave with sound that will leave you drooling for
more. If you want to get down and dance, come hang
with the Swompers and get grimy with us!
The Mint
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Jamie
Ever want to get away from the burner rat-race?
Well, in a location that can only be described as a
cross between The Overlook Hotel and the Hotel
California, the Mint exists for the hedonistic
pleasure of its guests. Check in with the concierge
at the registration desk, sway gently like a leaf in the
breeze to our sonic thrill-masters as they tickle your
auditory buds, and delight yourself in a
complimentary cocktail at our Flaming Bar™! Yes,
the Mint has it all! Everything a person would want:
for those who just wish for a momentary respite
from the outside world, to those in a 10-alarm fullon sensory hallucination involving those fucking
lizards eating Diane Arbus in the backseat of a '49
DeSoto.

Wrong Way
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Whispers
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
Come! Come one and all and bask in the glow of the
Love Tower while the sounds of our lord and savior
BASS wash over you. Step up to the bar and engage
with some slightly damaged individuals, who can
always be counted on to do the right thing the
wrong way.
Fuck You, I'm a Wizard
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Wren
Region of Origin: Eastern Seaboard
We tend to offer some adult-level fuckery, normal
shenanigans of misinformation, unusual bar offerings
by snarky bartenders, fire, wizardry, and general
weirdness. If you see someone at the bar, ask for a
drink and see what you get. If you don't see anyone
at the bar, step right up and start bartending. We
aren't your mom and can't be standing around
waiting to snark at you all day... If you are nice to us,
and we mean really nice... like offering bar donations,
we might let you play with fire, but probably not.
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Pan's Labyrinth and After-Hours Speakeasy
Rating color: Purple
Organizer: Pan and Eli
Region of Origin: Somewhere Yankee
Pan’s Labyrinth and AfterHours Speakeasy is a sexpositive, clothes-optional chill, party and sexy-time
space. Visitors are encouraged to be themselves,
be free and explore with no expectations of
engagement. On the insides, visitors can play and
participate in the varied games and activities of the
day, spend time watching the latest sexy time
videos playing on any one of our flat-screens TVs
and projector, entertain or be entertained
compliments of our portable stripper pole, enjoy
our bar and refreshment station, or sink deep into
our lounge space (beds and sofas). On the outside,
visitors and passersby can enjoy our silk
performances and striptease acts (clothed).
Reflection Section
Rating color: Yellow
Organizer: Kitana and Mark Talkington
Region of Origin: Somewhere Yankee
Come one, come all to Reflection Section! Bring all
your (emotional) baggage and leave it with us to

throw in the fire. We have mirrors and beats and
all things neat. Come reflect on our Throwback
Thursday Beats, be in the present for a power hour
with special guest Carlo Rossi, and look forward to
ghost stories, talent show, granny panties and a
bitchin’ drag show. You’ll be able to reflect in every
artistic way you can think of. Bring the weirdest
thing you own (or don’t, we don’t really care) and
rage face.
Tool Camp
Rating color: Red
Organizer: Uncool, never-been-given-a-burn-name Holly
and Griff
Do you need to screw something? Nail it? Or need
a hoe? Tool Camp has got ya covered. We have a
plethora of tools (hammers, screwdrivers,
wrenches, saws, rakes, sockets, drills, tape
measures, axes, step ladders, etc.) that you can
borrow. We will also probably play music by Tool.
And probably act like tools. Our egos FAR exceed
our talents and likability.
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2019 Art Installations
2019 Effigy: She Lights the Way
Created by Infinity Gathered
Lead: Michael Verdon
Co-Leads: Rob Pryor, Ryan Seeley, Jenn Richter,
Emily Dalphy, and Beyond Joy
"She Lights the Way" is this year's effigy installation. She stands upon the "Lava
Flower" guiding us home. She is an heroic and powerful Goddess with infinite
wisdom, an inspiration for all. Her flames light the path home and invite you to rest
within the Lava Flower too. Play with the element of fire that churns from deep
within the Lava Blossoms. If you work together and learn to control the lava flows,
new patterns and effects emerge! Come for the communal interaction and stay for
the pyrotechnics; she is sure to be unforgettable!

2019 Temple: Crystal Temple
Created by Ezra
Our Temple resembles a crystal cluster, a silver tower rising to the sky with points
growing from the base and sides. Visit at night to see the daytime quartz forms as
they morph from amethyst, to citrine, to aquamarine, to jade. Enter to explore and
add to the different vibrations on each level. Add to the altar your notes, your
letters, your love, your grief, your growth, your resolution, your joy, your
exhalations, your manifestations. All will be offered in the fire, burning away that
which you release, amplifying that which you wish to grow, communicating with the
spirits and world after, shifting frequencies and and raising your vibrations through
this communal ritual.
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2019 Creativity Grant Selections
Dodecalume Quest
Artist: Skye Ruozzi
Location: Valhalla
An afternoon of heavenly delights has been located
at Mysteria, but in order to be granted passage, The
Riddlers need you to complete their virtue quest.
This scavenger hunt consists of a 12 Lanterns hidden
throughout the grounds that invite Questers to
engage with the Principles to earn tokens. Collect all
the tokens and complete the puzzle to find your way
to the portal and be transported to the land of
spoils.
Giant Kitty Wand
Artist: Miss B
Location: Elysium
The Giant Kitty Wand is here for your pouncing
pleasure! Bat it around the base or pull it out and
tease your friends ;)
Hogwarts Express Magic Art Car 2.0
Artist: Pope Spencer
Location: Avalon
Calling All Witches and Wizards! The Hogwarts
Express Magic Art Car 2.0 is coming to
Transformus! Potter, Draco and Pope "Mad Eye"
Spencer will offer a whimsical ride around the burn,
just in time to start your term at Hogwarts. Beats
abound, hold on tight it's going to be a BUMPY ride!
I Shadow
Artist: Juniper Bunny
Location: Avalon
I Shadow is an interactive and dynamic art
experiment. The main structure is a tunnel that
people can walk into. They can then hang panels on
the walls and ceiling to create shadows of different
textures, shapes, and colors.
Kaleidoscozooka
Artist: Jim
Location: Avalon/Roaming
Have you ever wished you could look through a
GIANT kaleidoscope - one that you could fit your
ENTIRE HEAD INSIDE? Introducing The

KALEIDOSCOZOOKA! This marvelous mobile
visual manipulator will be transported throughout
Mysteria, offering endless eye-candy for anyone
anywhere so that everyone, including children, can
enjoy seeing their world in new ways!
Off With Their Heads!
Artist: Katie Mythix
Location: Valhalla
Has one of your campmates been extra moopy?
Drank all the tequila? Past out naked on your bed
after asking to grab a beer from your cooler? Bring
them on down to Off With Their Heads and have
them tried and executed on our guillotine. Fair trials
not guaranteed.
Poetry Cube of the Burning Soul
Artist: Ren
Location: Avalon
You may be a burner, but is your soul burning? Get
all poetic up in this cube. It provides all sorts of
words for your creative arrangement purposes.
Here I present to you a big wooden three
dimensional square with a shit ton of felt stapled
onto it.
Real Talk
Artist: Sidhe
Location: Avalon
What kinds of interactions are you seeking? REAL
TALK is a conversation ice breaker &
communication lubricant. Suggested and blank
wearable conversation starters prompt dialog from
satire to serious, from deep to ridiculous, a way to
perhaps start or encourage conversations about
topics that maybe you haven't yet had a chance to
discuss.
SparkleSketch
Artist: Zeut Ryot
Location: Elysium
Now YOU can be the artist, in iridescent sequins!
Giant CNC-carved frames showcase reversible
sequin canvasses that BEG FOR YOUR TOUCH as
you walk by. Revel in the tactile ambrosia of millions
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of sequins flipping under your fingertips. Then use
the sequins to mess-free fingerpaint your own
amazing art!
The Gifting Tree
Artist: Ouijacat
Location: Avalon
Practice the Principle of "Gifting" by bringing your
offerings to the Gifting Tree. Bring something for
others, or take something that you like.
One of the very first things I encountered at my first
burn was 𝕿𝖍𝖊 𝕲𝖎𝖋𝖙𝖎𝖓𝖌 𝕿𝖗𝖊𝖊 – an area (usually a
large tree, although the exact location/landmark
shifted through the years) where event participants
could bring a gift for others to enjoy or where they
could find something that called to them to take for
themselves.
𝐆𝐢𝐟𝐭𝐢𝐧𝐠 and sharing are an important component of
Burn culture, and the principle of “gifting”
encompasses aspects of many of the other principles
as well. Whether it’s through the sharing of our
food, music, conversation, artistic talents, something
from our lives that we are ready to part with, or
ourselves through 𝐑𝐚𝐝𝐢𝐜𝐚𝐥 𝐏𝐚𝐫𝐭𝐢𝐜𝐢𝐩𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 and
𝐑𝐚𝐝𝐢𝐜𝐚𝐥 𝐒𝐞𝐥𝐟 𝐄𝐱𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐬𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧, a “gift” is something to
be given or taken without expectation. It is an
opportunity for both giver and receiver to gain
pleasure from the exchange and the 𝐈𝐦𝐦𝐞𝐝𝐢𝐚𝐜𝐲 of
the moment.
The Hydration Oasis / The H2O
Artist: Sidhe
Location: Avalon
The Hydration Oasis welcomes you! Bathe your
inner self with refreshing & delicious hand-crafted
spring water beverages. Enjoy a dynamic medley of
iced teas, spiced concoctions, & fruited, spirited, &
frolicked elixirs. Cleanse your palate, your soul, &
your kidneys. Water, the universal solvent, will take
the orange out of your pee.
The Jousting Tournament of Champions
Artist: Ben
Location: Valhalla
Valiant chivalrous knight, come ride for courage, for
honor, and for bravery on this very serious field of
combat! A formal Jousting competition will be held
for the glory of this day. Come participate and claim
the ultimate title of Champion of Mysteria!

The Lights for the Effigy: She Lights the Way
Artist: Pyrocelt
Location: Effigy Field
Wouldn’t it be funny… if the year there was no
effigy application and no temple application (by the
original application date), Mysteria had an effigy firing
giant balls of fire that lit up the sky for not one, not
two, but three full nights? That is how this
collaboration began, when Michael Verdon (the
designer of this year’s effigy, amongst a dozen or so
other effigies and temples) messaged me and said
“Hey, can you add some giant propane fire balls to
my effigy design this year?” And I said “I sure can!”
The Love Tower
Artist: Whispers
Location: Valhalla
The glowing beacon in the dark that helps us find
our way home. 6000lbs of steel stacked really high.
An LED-covered dubstep tower. The love tower is
all these things.
The Sunken Lounge
Artist: Delirium
Location: Valhalla
Brave adventurer, behold! At the bottom of the
echoing sea, with fish swimming along, you’ve found
an ancient Viking hall to rest your body strong.
Don’t fear, the Kraken is no threat, though his
presence may be scary, he wants to hang, with your
consent, and your weight he will carry.
Trust Issues
Artist: Lucky Bastard
Location: Eden
Imagine you are stumbling trough Mysteria and in
the
distance
you
see
a
Submarine
approaching...covered in sequenced LED lights and
throwing flames 20 feet into the air...and when it
gets closer, all the lights shut off and the four
projectors create a 3D living ocean with life aquatic
swimming by.
Tube and Cube
Artist: Ceaseless
Location: Valhalla
Portrayal of a moving image with depth perception
with smoke and projections.
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Ye Olde Photo Booth
Artist: Kris and Devon
Location: Valhalla
Rainy, windy, too sunny? Phone dead? No camera?
Just want a change of scene? No problem! Stop by
our well-lit photo booth and pose with our props. If
you use our camera, your moment will be archived
digitally and you'll receive a printed receipt for later
retrieval. (It will not be shared publicly unless you
say it's OK!)

2019 MAD Grant Selection
Cybernetic Dreams
Artist: Delirium
Location: Narnia
The future is now. Metal and concrete are slowly replacing the biological,
and it is only a matter of time before machines walk among us. This piece
is a representation of an animal of the future, and is made of metal. It will
light your way at night, but will it lead you in the direction you want to
go?
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Registered Artwork
Bliss Box
Artist: V.V.
Location: Eden
Are you an interdimensional traveler weary from
traversing the sands of time? Overwhelmed by the
cornucopia of fantastical visual, auditory, and sensual
delights of Mysteria? Want to discover your
fundamental interconnectedness to all things in the
universe? Ready to come to terms with your
overwhelming insignificance and parallel pivotal
importance? Rest assured, our Bliss Box will provide
a cushioned perch for the existential metamorphosis
of your burn. Gaze up into the astral planes of
existence and escape into the infinite depths of the
universe. Revelations welcome 24 hours a day,
alone, with loved ones, or with strangers. Some
times may be more cosmically gratifying than others.
Bring you own towel.

Haunted Woods Hammock Oasis
Artist: Kara
Location: Valhalla
Place to chill, hammocks, day glow mushrooms.
Beware of spiders...
Kiss the Sky
Artist: The Machine Elves
Location: Avalon
Kiss The Sky is an A-frame swing set built by the
Machine Elves to help all Mysterians reach new
heights on the mountaintop.
Word Wizard's Outrageously Awkward
Wordplay
Artist: Word Wizard
Location: Avalon
From the makers of The Visual Pun Garden... Word
Wizard's Outrageously Awkward Wordplay!

Bloom
Artist: Squid
Location: Eden
Like an insect in the night, you will find yourself
drawn into the scintillating lights of the bloom. Walk
into the light and immerse yourself in a display of
lights. A bio-luminescent organism is pulling you into
its colorful realm.
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Transformus 2019 Events
For a complete list of ALL 2019 events, see the printed copies
of this booklet, viewable on-site at Mission Control.

Ongoing Events
Gifting Tree Costume Exchange
Gifting
All Ages
Ongoing
Location: The Gifting Tree
Come find a snazzy new outfit or bring something
to share with others. Donations welcome.
Gifting Tree Gift Exchange
Gifting
All Ages
Ongoing
Location: The Gifting Tree
Practice the principle of gifting by bringing your
offerings to The Gifting Tree. Bring something to
share, or find something you like. Come once. Come
often.
Gifting Tree Skillshare
Playform
All Ages
Ongoing
Location: The Gifting Tree
Do you have a talent to share, skill to teach, hot
topic to discuss...? Come share them at The Gifting
Tree, all day Thursday - Sunday. Email
TheGiftingTreeSkillshare@gmail.com to sign up for
slots, do so on site, or just show up any time.

Pepe Sylvia
Participatory Alternate Reality Game
18+
Ongoing
Location: The Cubicle at the Pyramid People
According to rumors, there is a vast conspiracy in
the cracks of Mysteria. If you see something, say
something to the Moefessional at the Pyramid
People and bring any clues to the cubicle. Your
sleuthing skills could crack the secret of the secret
cabal.
Vespa's Food Tent
Community Donation
All Ages
Ongoing
Location: Avalon
We will be collecting non-perishable foods (no
water please) to be delivered to the local
community.
Ye Olde Photo Op
Interactive Art
All Ages
Ongoing
Location: Echo Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp
Rainy, windy, too sunny? Ye olde phone dead? Just
crave a change of scene? 'Tis no trial! Come forth to
our well-lit photo booth and pose with our props.
Should thee use our camera, thy instant shall be
archived digitally and thou shall receive a printed
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receipt for later retrieval. (It shall not be shared
publicly lest thou say all's well!)

ZoltarsWishingPost@gmail.com to sign up for slots,
do so on site, or just show up anytime.

Zoltar Speaks
Interactive Activity
All Ages
Ongoing
Location: Zoltars Wishing Post and Odditorium
Come by the Zoltar Booth and have your fortune
told, make a wish, enjoy the freaks and oddities, play
Truth or Dare, consult the Magic 8 Ball, get some
good (or bad) advice, or hear some terrible jokes.
Would you like to participate? Do you have a snazzy
outfit and want to be Zoltar? If Zoltar is out... YOU
BE ZOLTAR. All day Thursday - Sunday. Email

Zoltar's Daily Variety Shows
Performance
All Ages
Ongoing
Location: Zoltar's Wishing Post and Odditorium
Calling all freaks... Can you tell fortunes, belly dance,
play with fire, or perform cool tricks? Come strut
your stuff. Amaze and amuse the masses. Come
enjoy the show, or, if nobodies here... YOU be the
show. All day Thursday – Sunday. Email
ZoltarsWishingPost@gmail.com to sign up for slots,
do so on site, or just show up.

Wednesday
(for early Theme Camp set-up crews only)
Label Yo’ Shit!
Civic Duty
All Ages
2:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Location: Echo Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp
We know you’re working hard to get your theme camp and/or art piece set up, and you want to get all your
stuff back at the end. Echo knows how difficult that can be without properly labeling everything, and we’re here
to help! We have a variety of tapes and paint pens to make your labels unique and eye-catching so your 20’
orange extension cord won’t be mixed up with that other guy’s. Come have a drink with us while you label,
then back to using power tools with you! (NOTE: Echo does not condone using power tools while intoxicated.)
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Thursday
Morning Yoga
Activity
All Ages
7:00 AM to 10:00 AM
Location: The Gifting Tree
Share some solo or guided morning relaxation
under the branches of The Gifting Tree. Bring
yourselves, a mat, and whatever level of clothing you
feel comfortable in to ease into the new day.
Tangle Dangle
Play
All Ages
8:00 AM to 8:00 AM
Location: Porcine Aviation
Come show us your rock climbing twister skills.
Two to three players per round; if you fall off, you
get eliminated. Bonus points for unnecessarily
complicated moves. Bring a head lamp for hardcore
night play. The time is now!
Pac Tag
Play
All Ages
8:00 AM to 10:00 PM
Location: Porcine Aviation
Come slap balls with the best of ‘em! Play as pacman
or ghosts in our live action maze tag game on a
40'x40' pacman board. See if you can land the high
score on our board. (We may have night play – still
working out the lighting...)
Coffee Bar at Tasty Pasty!
Food
18+
8:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Location: Tasty Pasty, Elysium Fields
Whenever we get up in the morning, there will be
COFFEE with a side of SNARK*. We might have
iced coffee. Be prepared for bad attitudes and

SHAME if you don’t have a cup! Drink it and Shut
up. It’s free, and we hate you. You’ll “love” our
decaf-only Sundays! (hint: decaf never served) We
have lots of tag lines.
*SNARK not optional
Love Tower
Playform
All Ages
11:00 AM to 12:00 AM
Location: Camp Wrong Way, Valhalla
Love Tower Principles
 Radical Self Reliance: Welcome to Camp
Wrong Way! Please rely only on the inner
resources you have to climb the tower. If
you are too impaired, enjoy the activities of
Wrong Way from the ground. One person
on the ladder at a time, and 3 points of
contact on the ladder must be maintained at
all times. Do not climb any part of the Tower
other than the ladders. Do not climb the
ladder with anything in your hands or
precariously placed about yourself that could
fall while you are climbing. There is a basket
for lifting things to the top. All children must
be accompanied by an adult.
 Radical Inclusion: You are included! You are
included in an open invitation to participate
with Camp Wrong Way and our Love
Tower. You are also included in the Radical
Self Reliance guidelines above. Please help
include your friends and other burners to
include themselves in the Radical Self
Reliance guidelines above.
 Radical Self Expression: You do you! But
please do you without infringing on the
comfort, safety, or consent of others in this
limited space on Love Tower.
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Participation: Participate with Wrong Way!
Enjoy all of our camp. We have plenty of
activities other than the Tower to participate
in.
Leave No Trace: No, SERIOUSLY, bring
your own cups and take them with you.
Don’t leave your shit or anything else here
or on Love Tower. If you leave your shit
here, you might find it in your tent later,
along with any other leftovers.
Communal Effort: We love bringing Love
Tower and we want everyone to enjoy it.
Please look out for fellow burners and help
them with Love Tower principles. Please tell
us if something or someone is looking
sketchy.
Civic Responsibility: It is your responsibility
to follow the Love Tower principles, and our
responsibility to ask you to stay off the
Tower at our discretion. As you probably
know, an incident at Love Tower can lead to
a bummer of a burn for so many people.
Don’t be that bummer burner!
Gifting: The Tower and our camp activities
are our gift to everyone. We would be
ecstatic if your gift to the burn was to follow
these guidelines in, on and around Love
Tower and Camp Wrong Way.

For a limited time only, we're offering genuine
compliments for the low low price of $0.00! Visit
your local Salem to take advantage of this once-in-alifetime deal! Order now and we'll throw in a bear
hug!

Shira Reads Tarot
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
11:11 AM to 11:11 PM
Location: Roaming
Do you have questions? The universe has answers!
Let's channel that infinite energy through tarot cards
to find the information you need.

Less Rave, More Butn
Arts and Crafts
All Ages
1:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Location: LGBTea House (within ARRR camp), Elysium
Fields
We heard your requests for LESS RAVE, MOAR
BUTN and are prepared to deliver! Come chill,
converse, and make a unique button to wear, gift, or
otherwise fulfill your burning desires.









Complimentary Compliments
Performance
All Ages
11:59 AM to 12:00 AM
Location: Namast'ay in Bed, out n' about

Smellsburg Show and Smell
Smell bar
All Ages
12:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: The D Presents: Smellsburg and Hammock
Paradise
The smell bar is open for business! Make your own
essential oil spray to keep your burn body smelling
sensational. Nuzzle your nose into our fragrant
flowers and herbs. Submit to aromatic indulgence.
ConSCENTual smells only!
Virgin Bingo
Game
All Ages
12:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: SWOMP
Are you a virgin? Did your camp bring lots of virgins?
Send them to SWOMP camp's bar to pick up a copy
of Virgin Bingo! Also appropriate for the previously
deflowered. This is intended to help virgins and
veterans alike find shenanigans to dive into.
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LGBTea Party
Party
All Ages
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: The LGBTea House (within ARRR Camp),
Elysium Fields
Are you queer? Gay? Lesbian? Trans? Genderfluid?
Questioning? Feeling like you need a queer cozy
space, even in Mysteria? Just want a cuppa? Come
find the LGBTea House, a subset of ARRR camp, a
gender variant-focused space intended to create a
casual haven for LGBTQIA folks. We host an
LGBTea Party daily from 2-4, but feel free to ask for
tea any time you drop by. Think of us as Mysteria’s
Gay Bar, only with more tea and less bar!
Hoagie Fest
Food
All Ages
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: Camp Nama'Stay In Bed
Come and build a hoagie and hang out. Lots of
meats, cheeses, and condiments. Also some sides
and wine. Bring a plate and cup....they will be filled.
We love feeding hippies.
Bowl of Fate
Party
21+
6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Location: Red White & Brew
We have Jello Shots and other libations...but only for
the brave! Come try your luck at the Bowl of Fate
and earn a tasty treat!
Yearbook Photos
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: Classholes!
It's school picture time! Stop by the CLASSHOLES
photobooth in your fanciest school attire to get
your photo in this year’s album. Team pictures are

welcome! If Tim gets his shit together you can relive
the memories in our yearbook next time. If you
missed Thursday, we'll have it going again Saturday.
Noodle Service
Food
All Ages
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: White Dragon Noodle Bar
Don't let yourself get sucked into conversations
about what androids dream about this year – those
people are just trying to steal your noodles! Instead,
make sure you come visit the White Dragon Noodle
Bar as the sun goes down and get some of our
*universally famous* mushroom broth vegan
noodles. Lookin' for bonus points? Just bring your
own noodle-receptacle! PS: Let us know if Glutenfree is your style – we got your hook up.
(Optional) Drunken Magic the Gathering
Game
18+
7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Location: Camp Shit Show
Bring your decks and friends...and booze (if you
choose). We'll have a few commander decks, but
bring whatever you like to play! Costumes
encouraged.
Sunset Yacht Rock
Party
All Ages
7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Ease into your burn with these smooth sounds and
sail away into the sunset.
Kitties and Kimonos Birthday Party
Party
21+
8:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: Fire Triangle Bar
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The Theme is Kitties and Kimonos, and the reason
is your Birthday! If you have ever been born, then
this is the party for you. We will have punch and
maybe cake. Welcome Home!!
Evening Tea Time @ Aphroteasiac
Tea
18+
8:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: Aphroteasiac Tea House @ the Temple
Chillax and unwind in the comfy surroundings of our
palatial Aphroteasiac lounge, where you can enjoy
stimulating conversation over a satisfying cup of tea.
Arcana International Film Festival
Film festival
All Ages
8:30 PM to 6:00 AM
Location: Arcana
The Arcana International Film Festival is the largest
film festival in the Transformus Family of Burns and
the most prestigious such festival in the Southeast.
It is one of the oldest A-list film festivals, a category
it shares with the festivals in Cannes, Berlin, Venice,
San Sebastian, Moscow, Montreal, Shanghai, and
Tokyo. Among filmmakers, agents, distributors, and
journalists, the Arcana International Film Festival is
considered the most important event in all of
Mysteria. Every year, the festival presents some
number of films from around the world, and
regularly hosts famous and important filmmakers.
The festival is intended for both film professionals
and the general public, and offers visitors a carefully
designed programme, excellent facilities, and a broad
range of other services.
Wizard Wit Measurement
Bar
21+
9:00 PM to 1:00 AM
Location: Echo Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp
Harken ye all those of magical attunement. Our
resident wizard calls out any with potent magicks to

challenge them to a duel of sorcery and
measurements! Tape beer cans together and make
friends. Longest wizard staff wins!
Hogwarts Drive-In Movie Theater
Party
All Ages
9:00 PM to 6:00 AM
Location: Platform 9¾
From sundown to sunup we are magically showing
all of our favorite movies! Some people like a raging
dance floor; others like to sit and chill watching the
classics. We will be showing everything from Jurassic
Park and Harry Potter to Disney classics and Marvel's
greatest. Come relax with us as we enjoy our
favorite films together!
Maiden Voyage Hogwarts Express Magical
Art Car 2.0 LAUNCH PARTY!
Party
All Ages
10:00 PM to 11:00 PM
Location: Platform 9¾
Calling all Witches and Wizards! THIS IS THE
MOMENT! We will be launching our brand new art
car in a huge Harry Potter-style celebration parade!
Gather with us as we watch Harry Potter on the big
screen, listen to our favorite Harry Potter music,
and send off our brand new art car, The Hogwarts
Express Magical Art Car 2.0, in style! For this Potter
parade, please bring any wizarding outfits, props,
books, and wands of course as we celebrate this
maiden voyage "Harry Potter parade!"
Laser Tag (Nighttime Edition)
Game
18+
10:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: Bangarang Camp
Face off against your friends or foes on our obstacle
course! Night time laser tag adds +10 stealth. Please
note: laser tag hours are BMT (Burner Maybe Time).
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Friday
MURDER! On the Hogwarts Express...
Game! (LIVE RPG)
21+
12:00 AM to 1:00 AM
Location: Platform 9¾
It was a dark and stormy night when something went
terribly wrong as the passengers of the Hogwarts
Express found themselves deep in a murder
mystery! A very special small group of people will be
chosen to play this Role Playing Game: MURDER!
On the Hogwarts Express. You and 10 of your
friends will join us on the Hogwarts Express to find
out the mystery of what happened during this fateful
journey aboard the art car. This exclusive interactive
live-action role playing game will fill you with
suspense, intrigue, and maybe YOU will be the one
to solve this mysterious case of who murdered who!
Or perhaps YOU WILL BE THE ONE TO BE
MURDERED! Find out Friday at midnight!
Rock Out with Your Goth Out
Party
All Ages
12:00 AM to 1:00 AM
Location: Echo Collective
Break out your guyliner and your best fishnets to get
spooky during the witching hour with Echo as they
bring the Oontz to Mysteria with a dj set of
EBM/Industrial/Dark Techno.
Paradise Plateau Grilled Cheese Lounge and
Bar
Food
All Ages
1:00 AM to 2:00 AM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Grilled cheese, yo. Just up that damn hill.

Cafe' Butn Covfefe
Coffee/tea station
All Ages
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM
Location: Open camping - come find us!
Cafe' Butn Covfefe will be providing freshly brewed
coffee and tea each morning for you to "Hold on
with both hands and swallow."
Morning Yoga
Activity
All Ages
7:00 AM to 10:00 AM
Location: The Gifting Tree
Share some solo or guided morning relaxation
under the branches of The Gifting Tree. Bring
yourselves, a mat, and whatever level of clothing you
feel comfortable in to ease into the new day.
Acroyoga Fundamentals
Workshop
All Ages
8:00 AM to 9:00 AM
Location: Anywhere with flat ground
During this workshop we will introduce basic poses
and flows in a fun and safe environment; all weaved
with partner drills, games, smart and accessible
progressions, and lots of solar energy.
Tangle Dangle
Play
All Ages
8:00 AM to 8:00 AM
Location: Porcine Aviation
Come show us your rock climbing twister skills.
Two to three players per round; if you fall off, you
get eliminated. Bonus points for unnecessarily
complicated moves. Bring a head lamp for hardcore
night play. The time is now!
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Pac Tag
Play
All Ages
8:00 AM to 10:00 PM
Location: Porcine Aviation
Come slap balls with the best of ‘em! Play as pacman
or ghosts in our live action maze tag game on a
40'x40' pacman board. See if you can land the high
score on our board. (We may have night play – still
working out the lighting...)
Coffee Bar at Tasty Pasty!
Food
18+
8:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Location: Tasty Pasty, Elysium Fields
Whenever we get up in the morning, there will be
COFFEE with a side of SNARK*. We might have
iced coffee. Be prepared for bad attitudes and
SHAME if you don’t have a cup! Drink it and Shut
up. It’s free, and we hate you. You’ll “love” our
decaf-only Sundays! (hint: decaf never served) We
have lots of tag lines.
*SNARK not optional
The Hangover Bar
Bar
21+
9:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Location: Bangarang/Beemore
Hey Buddy...I see you over there. You had the best
night EVER last night, didn’t you? Hell yeah you did!
And now you're paying the price. Who are we to
judge? In honor of your epic evening, we'll be serving
the best damn Bloody Marys you've had in your life,
or rehydrate at the ectrolyte station for those who
went really hard. Once you're feeling human again,
help yourself to an eye mask and some ear plugs so
you can sleep it off in peace. You earned it, champ.

Morning Announcements
Performance
All Ages
9:00 AM to 9:30 AM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Stop by for our morning announcement! We have
all of the information that you need to have an
educational day at Mysteria High!! What classes and
activities will we be having throughout the school
day?! Find out if there will be any important tests,
when report cards will be handed out, and who is
running for student council!! If you have any
pertinent information to share with the class, then
feel free to hop onto the microphone and announce
your heart out!
Planning the Future of Mystery Radio
Playform
All Ages
10:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Location: Arcana, in Eden
The future of Mystery Radio is in your hands! We
had to cancel our team this year due to
technological issues, but we'd like to brainstorm
about improvements for the future. Do you know a
bit about radio equipment/broadcasting? Do you
want to join the team and help produce our station?
Would you be willing to share your expertise or
advice with us? If so, please show up and join the
discussion!
Just Bacon
Food
18+
10:00 AM to 12:00 PM
Location: Camp Invisible in Elysium
Just.... Just Bacon.
History 101: Kubb (Viking Chess)
Game
All Ages
10:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
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Professor RayJay is Classholes’ resident Kubb
specialist. The game will be set up for people to play
throughout the school day, but if you can catch the
expert in between classes, he will show you why he
is a master Kubber.
Underpants Yoga
Playform
18+
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM
Location: Camp Contact
When I first started inviting people to do yoga with
me at burns, I kept hearing the same same thing: "I
didn't bring any yoga clothes!" I started answering
"so come practice in your underpants," and
underpants yoga was born. This is a creative vinyasastyle yoga class appropriate for all levels of yogi and
tailored to whoever is in attendance, with a sense of
humor and relaxed atmosphere. Oh, and u bc
underpants.
Gentle Yoga
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
10:30 AM to 11:30 AM
Location: Camp Nama’Stay In Bed
Begin the day with meditation, gentle asanas, and
music. Nothing better than practicing Yoga outside!
Rain or shine, we have a structure. Taught by 200
RYT.
Feral Flow Lab: Unleash Your Creative Beast
Playform
18+
11:00 AM to 1:00 PM
Location: Aphroteasiac Tea House
This short workshop uses a combination of
techniques from Women Who Run with the
Wolves, The Artist's Way, Chi Kung, and
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy to help you
tap into your wild instinct and flow by healing and
unleashing your inner creative beast. Bring a

notebook and pen and wear comfy clothes (or none
at all).
Love Tower
Playform
All Ages
11:00 AM to 12:00 AM
Location: Camp Wrong Way, Valhalla
(See description in Thursday’s events.)
Shira Reads Tarot
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
11:11 AM to 11:11 PM
Location: Roaming
Do you have questions? The universe has answers!
Let's channel that infinite energy through tarot cards
to find the information you need.
Acro Yoga Jam
Playform
All Ages
11:30 AM to 1:30 PM
Location: Camp Contact
All levels jam! Come with a partner or on your own,
as a beginner or an experienced acro yogi. Let's
connect and play through the art of partner
balancing aka climbing on and lifting up your friends!
with Victoria & Kevin & Spacious.
Complimentary Compliments
Performance
All Ages
11:59 AM to 12:00 AM
Location: Namast'ay in Bed, out n' about
For a limited time only, we're offering genuine
compliments for the low low price of $0.00! Visit
your local Salem to take advantage of this once-in-alifetime deal! Order now and we'll throw in a bear
hug!
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Pronoun Buttons
Apparel
21+
12:00 PM to 11:59 PM
Location: The Annex @ Sinister Minister
Support body positivity and trans burners by
wearing one of our pronoun buttons.

MSG Bloody Marys
Bar
21+
12:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Don't believe bad science. MSG is awesome! And so
are Bloody Marys.

"Traditional" Viking WarHammer Painting
Food
18+
12:00 PM to 6:30 PM
Location: Aegir's Tavern
Come help us paint canvas and explode fruit in our
cleanroom! Swing a war hammer with impunity and
experience true catharsis. Release your inner viking!

Smellsburg Show and Smell
Smell bar
All Ages
12:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: The D Presents: Smellsburg and Hammock
Paradise
The smell bar is open for business! Make your own
essential oil spray to keep your burn body smelling
sensational. Nuzzle your nose into our fragrant
flowers and herbs. Submit to aromatic indulgence.
ConSCENTual smells only!

Danger Cheese
Food
All Ages
12:00 PM to 1:00 PM
Location: New York Dangerous
Come have some grilled cheese, vegan or dairy. It's
dangerous because some cheese is sharp.
Choose Your Own Adventure @ the Consent
Castle
Playform
All Ages
12:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Location: Consent Tent in Avalon
The 11th Principle: Consent team royally invites you
to the Consent Castle! Our magical space is waiting
for you choose your own adventure and have your
very own consent-based experience. Our royal
decree is to ensure that burners of all ages have an
enthusiastically informed and engaging time here at
Mysteria, and it's our pleasure to bring you fantastic
resources on consent education!

Virgin Bingo
Game
All Ages
12:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: SWOMP
Are you a virgin? Did your camp bring lots of virgins?
Send them to SWOMP camp's bar to pick up a copy
of Virgin Bingo! Also appropriate for the previously
deflowered. This is intended to help virgins and
veterans alike find shenanigans to dive into.
Sloppy Joe 'A Slop-a-Sloppy Joe Now
Food
All Ages
1:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Stop by the CLASSHOLES cafeteria to get your
mouthwatering fill of sloppy joes with our secret
sauce. Made by our resident lunch ladies. We'll make
'em extra SLOPPY for ya!
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Burn Namerator
Ritual/Ceremony
18+
1:00 PM to 3:00 PM
Location: Aphroteasiac Tea House @ the Temple
Are you suffering from Burn Name Deprivation,
roaming across the mountain as a Brian or Becky in
a sea of Brians and Beckys? Don’t worry, because
we are experts in Nameology and we are prepared
to bestow upon you that highest of holy offerings –
your very own Burn Name. Everyone’s Burn Name
is sacred, and you too may proudly wear yours upon
your heart as you walk through the field of wonders
that is Mysteria. Stop by and join in on our Burn
Name Ceremony© and rejoice in the gift that you
are given! Can't make it to the event on Friday?
Don't worry! We will be happy to bestow a Burn
Name upon you at any point that you stop by, as
long as we are in the mood. ;)

areas so we can gain more peace and freedom within
our bodies. We shall stare our pain bodies in the
face and breathe through them, knowing that on the
other side of this self-care is a party that we can
embody more fully now that our bodies have been
paid attention to. This work saves my life on the
daily, and I am honored to be able to share it with
you.

Laser Tag 101: The Art of Laser Tag
Playform
All Ages
1:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Location: Bangarang Camp
Don't be a chump. LEARN HOW TO WIN! With
Laser Master Derrick Nathaniel.

Cat Toy Purrkshop
Playform/Party
All Ages
1:30 PM to 3:00 PM
Location: PLF/Fire Triangle
Dress like a kitty and come flow! All levels of skill
and interest are welcome. If you want to learn some
tricks, some PLF cats will be hosting a casual
workshop
geared
towards
hula-hoop
meownipulation and discovering your own pawsonal
"flow state." We will have hoops of all sizes, facepaint for consensual kitty whiskers, and a couple of
yoga mats to share – please feel free to bring any of
these things if you have your own, though! Even if
you don't want a lesson or whiskers and you just
want to flow with a bunch of cat-faced hippies in the
grass, it'll be a purrfectly pawsome time. =^.^=

Aware Self Care: Self Massage and Iyengar
Yoga
Preventative Health/Wellness
All Ages
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM
Location: Effigy Burn Field, rain location at The Mint
Join Genevieve from Aware Self Care Therapeutics
in this self-care exploration. We will start with
warm-up stretches, rotations, and breath work,
delving into Iyengar Yoga arm and leg activations
that are pivotal in helping align us correctly in our
yoga poses and daily activities. We shall explore the
areas of our bodies that are less activated and
embodied in our day-to-day activities, and learn
about channeling our consciousness through these

Less Rave, More Butn
Arts and Crafts
All Ages
1:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Location: LGBTea House (within ARRR camp), Elysium
Fields
We heard your requests for LESS RAVE, MOAR
BUTN and are prepared to deliver! Come chill,
converse, and make a unique button to wear, gift, or
otherwise fulfill your burning desires.

Men in Kilts Competition
Competition
18+
2:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Echo Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp
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Are you manly? Dashing? Have very shapely knees?
Come strut your stuff at our first Men in Kilts
Competition! Delight us with your clan history.
Woo the judges. Show us your other... talents. Will
you win the mighty Horn of Dignity?
*Shameless bribery accepted. Refreshing gin
beverages provided. Judging and heckling free of
charge. All human parts welcome; kilts mandatory.
Adult Milk and Cookies
Bar
21+
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
The CLASSHOLES! Will be serving up some
coconut milk white russians and ooey gooey cookies
for dunking!! After your snack, feel free to take a nap
in the teachers’ lounge.
Spring of the Gods
Bar
All Ages
2:00 PM to 3:00 AM
Location: Echo Collective
**Ongoing Event**
We harbor no milk drinkers in our midst! The
Goddess Frigg grants her favor upon ye mortals.
With the power of foresight, she has seen Ye
warriors doth need hydration. Otherworldly gifts
are bestowed upon us! Elixir of cucumber water at
Echo bar for Ye Olde weekend. Drink your Friggin
water & be a Viking.
Laser Tag (Daytime Edition)
Game
All Ages
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: Bangarang Camp
Face off against your friends or foes on our obstacle
course! Did your campmate burn the bacon this
morning? This is the perfect place to battle it out.
Please note that laser tag hours are BMT (Burner
Maybe Time)

LGBTea Party
Party
All Ages
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: The LGBTea House (within ARRR Camp),
Elysium Fields
Are you queer? Gay? Lesbian? Trans? Genderfluid?
Questioning? Feeling like you need a queer cozy
space, even in Mysteria? Just want a cuppa? Come
find the LGBTea House, a subset of ARRR camp, a
gender variant-focused space intended to create a
casual haven for LGBTQIA folks. We host an
LGBTea Party daily from 2-4, but feel free to ask for
tea any time you drop by. Think of us as Mysteria’s
Gay Bar, only with more tea and less bar!
Smoker’s Lounge
Party
18+
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM
Location: Camp Your Soul Is My Soul
We love smoking. Cigarettes, Cigars, pipes, roll your
own, filtered, unfiltered...hukkahs, water bongs,
more pipes. If you can smoke it, bring it to our
Smoker’s Lounge Party and puff away, while enjoying
live piano music from baroque to contemporary by
our local maestro. Get creative...we won’t judge.
Smoking attire is encouraged.
Honey Heist: The Tabletop Role-Playing
Heist of the Century!
Playform
All Ages
3:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Location: Camp Justice League
Welcome to Honey Heist! Your one chance to play
out your wildest dreams – assuming your dreams
include being a bear. The plan is simple: You are
going to undertake the greatest heist the world has
ever seen at Honeycon 2019, all the while
controlling the PRIMAL URGES that come with the
whole bear thing. Just bring your wits and best bear
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impressions, and your game master will provide the
rest. No D&D/tabletop rpg experience necessary!
Fancy Ass Tea at Coffee Bar
Food
18+
3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Tasty Pasty, Elysium Fields
WTF! You thought it would never happen, we
thought it would never happen, but Coffee Bar will
be having a special, fancy, bougie AF TEA TIME!
Wear your finery, use an accent, bring a tea cup and
pretend your ass is from Versailles (pre- or posthaving heads, we don’t care).
Mythical Creature Mixer
Party
All Ages
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM
Location: Party Liberation Front & Fire Triangle: Pretty
Princess Pussy Palace dome
The mythical creature mixer will provide the
opportunity for those who embrace Radical Self
Expression to shine, mingle, and connect.
Complimentary take home teacups, Funfetti
cupcakes, and mythical pendants will be provided.
Participants are encouraged to dress as fantastical
creatures.
Middle School Games
Playform
18+
3:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: The Playground
A chance for everyone to relive their Childhood
experiences at the playground. Spin the bottle and
seven minutes in heaven. Enthusiastic consent is a
requirement for participation.
Is Drinking a Talent?
Performance / Bar
21+
3:00 PM to 4:00 PM

Location: Reflection Section, Xanadu
Come one, come all, bring your vessels short and
tall. There will be wine from foreign lands with a
blend of acts just as full-bodied. We welcome
burners of all flavors. Including music, juggling,
interpretive dance, drag performances and whatever
else the butn can throw at us. All hosted by your
favorite sommelier, Carlo Rossi. We promise the
acts will be palatable by the finish.
Hand Dancing
Playform
All Ages
3:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: Aphroteasiac
How much of your body are you communicating
with? Do you want to connect with others through
playful contact and movement? This playform will
introduce and encourage the creative expression of
dancing with your hands. Join us in exploring how
we can communicate by listening through our
fingertips. Come alone or with a partner – there will
be multiple hosts happy to pair up with you!
Handle in the Wind
Bar
21+
3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Camp Elton Johnnie Walker
Come down to Camp Elton Johnnie Walker to say
goodbye to that yellow brick road and embrace your
tiny dancer! We'll be serving whisky of all sorts to
get your properly warmed up – just as Sir Elton
would have wanted it.
Baron Samedi and the Bottle Tree
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Catastrophe! in Narnia
Baron Samedi and the Bottle Tree is an interactive
art installation piece. It provides a portal space
where you can send a written message to your dear
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and departed, and rest assured that the Baron will
deliver them. It also offers a space to honor and
commemorate the Lord of Death, the Baron
Samedi, and thank him for another year. Baron
Samedi (or Baron Saturday) is a Haitian Voodoo Loa;
he governs death, hedonism and children. He
accepts offerings of rum, black coffee, and tobacco.
Fancy As Fuck Happy Hour
Party
21+
4:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Location: Micro Balls Camp
Too much rave? Not enough butn? Feel like leaving
the group? Join us for power hour filled with
hypnotizing mirror balls, pumping music, champagne
dreams, and orgasmic cheeses. Only the finest will
do for our fellow Mysterians! Burner Blacktie
Required-Nudity highly encouraged. Free Ball
Gowns available, but BYOCup!
Self-Directed Drawing
Playform
21+
4:00 PM to 11:59 PM
Location: The Annex @ Sinister Minister
Body positivity: Appreciate the male form by
learning more about it. Our beautiful men are
waiting for you to transfer them from poster to
paper.
Happy Hour at Catastrophe!
Bar
21+
4:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Location: Catastrophe! Camp bar
Come to Camp Catastrophe! for Happy Hour with
transcendental cocktails and delight. You will be
greeted by a posh cocktail based on your chosen
flavor profile: refreshing, smoky, tart, or sweet.
Come for the drinks and stay for the crazy cat ass
strophe conversation. Come one, come all, to the
party at the Octotent! Good vibes abound.

Hypnosis Workshop
Workshop
All Ages
4:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Camp Contact
Discuss and learn about hypnosis. Find out about
various uses for hypnosis: Pain Management, Anxiety
Management,
Motivation,
Performance
Enhancement, Study Skills, Sleep, Dreams, Memory,
Recreation,
Self-Hypnosis,
Meditation,
etc.
Demonstrations subject to availability of volunteers.
Private sessions available by request.
Pop Quiz with Professor RayJay
Game
18+
4:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Heads down, no passing notes! Are you a burner
with a gift for numbers? History Buff? Wordsmith?
Class clown? Come on down for Pop Quiz Quizzo
with Professor RayJay. Bring your knowledge, sass,
and wit to a battle with the brightest minds of
Mysteria High!
Contact Staff Workshop
Playform
All Ages
4:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: SWOMP
Do you like sticks? Do you like playing with sticks
with other people? Do you need help playing with
your stick? Come get yourself learned on some slick
new contact staff moves. Class taught by Michelle
Christine, who has been spinning contact staff for
over 3 years. We will have several spare sticks
available. Don't let not owning the prop stop you.
Kid-friendly ages 12+, all experience levels welcome.
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Conquering Glossophobia (the fear of public
speaking)
Workshop
All Ages
4:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: PANGEA
On Pangea, some fear the return of the dinosaur.
Through previous burns, we’ve discovered that
many others hold a different common fear – public
speaking. Fear not, fellow burners! Come to Pangea
and we will conquer this fear together.
Hedonist Happy Hour
Bar
21+
4:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Location: Garden of Hedons
Heed the serpent’s call and head on over to Garden
of Hedons. Confess and receive alcoholic
absolution. Partake in culinary communion. Or get
adorned at the Stations of the Glam. A Mysterious
paradise of decadent libations and intoxicating
activities is waiting for you! Saints welcome, sinners
preferred.
Shit Show ‘n’ Tell
Performance
All Ages
4:30 PM to 6:00 PM
Location: Camp Shit Show
This is an open mic event. ALL ACTS ARE
WELCOME: music, poetry, stand-up, storytelling,
dancing, live art, teaching, interactive activities...
Hell, you can even just share a song you like or pose
a question or express something you’ve been
holding in. So don’t be nervous, share whatever it is
you would like, and we’ll give you our time. Under18 burners are welcome to participate, but be aware
that some subject material might not be appropriate
for little ones.

Fight Pit
Playform
18+
4:30 PM to 6:30 PM
Location: Aegir's Tavern
Come test your mettle in foam-sword combat! A
tournament will be held to determine the Burn
Champion. Eternal Glory and Splendor to the
victorious!
Make Your Own Gem Elixir
Playform
All Ages
4:44 PM to 5:55 PM
Location: Oasis Lounge
Learn the many ways of making gem elixirs! We will
be playing with many types of crystals to formulate
a vibrational medicine specific to your needs.
Everyone will make an elixir to capture the magick
of the burn to take home and enjoy in defaultia. A
wonderful medicine to lift you up during decomp
and integrate the burn into your daily existence. We
will have some tincture bottles ready for your
elixirs, or bring your own jar of water. We invite
you to stay afterwards for our ceremony at 5:55 pm
to bless the water which will hydrate Mysteria
throughout the burn.
LIVE RAP SHOW with Open Freestyle
Cypher!
Performance
18+
5:00 PM to 7:30 PM
Location: Party Liberation Front
Five MCs performing live PLUS an open cypher for
you to freestyle rap with us on stage! Our rap crew
would be humbled to have this rap party in front of
and with you. LIVE RAP MUSIC.
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All These Jawns
Jawn
21+
5:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Location: Echo Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp
Do you like Jawns? What about guys named John? If
yes to either, Echo is the place for you. Come dance
to the sounds of Johnny and Mr. Johns, and come
see the other jawns at our camp. Drink craft
cocktails at our bar with John, John, and John, and
don’t forget to take some jawns before you go!
Vegan Chili and Bread
Food
All Ages
5:30 PM to 7:30 PM
Location: Camp Nama'Stay In Bed, Argonath
Fill your belly with vegan chili, breads, music, and
wine. Come on over to our Zen space and check it
out. We have cover for rain and are in the giant
silver Twinkie. Don't forget your plate, cup, and
utensils.
Water Blessing Ceremony
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
5:55 PM to 6:30 PM
Location: Oasis Lounge / The H2O
The Hydration Oasis makes her debut this
Transformus, refreshing weary travelers as we make
our way up & down Hell Hill (Butn Hurt Hill). Join
us in celebrating her birth! Come to the Gem Elixirs
playform beforehand to learn about & set up a
crystal matrix for blessing & energizing water.
The Watership (Get)Down 2: Funk Your
Burn
Party
21+
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: Raised By Rabbits
Last year's dance party was such a hit, we're doing it
again! Come shake your cottontail to the sweet

sweet Motown tracks spun by our honorary rabbit,
Jordan La Liaison. Grab a drink or shotski from The
Bunny Bar while you're at it.
Beat Pitt Pork Butt BBQ
Food
All Ages
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: Beat Pitt
For two hours, the hottest butts in Transformus are
served at Beat Pitt. Bring a beer, grab some buns,
and enter hog heaven while our DJs play you into a
food coma.
Friday Night Magic!
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Location: Camp Justice League
The gaming pub is open and tonight we're playing
Friday Night Magic: Commander format! There will
be a few decks in limited supply to play with, so
please bring your own if you have one! Not into
MtG? We have a variety of other card/board games
to play, or feel free to bring your own! Nerdy
cosplay encouraged! Bring: your Commander
deck/favorite game, and good sportsmanship.
Japanese Rope Bondage/Shibari Performance
with HelloKatie, The Andalusian, and Shira!
Performance
18+
6:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Location: Camp Contact
Come witness the elegant art of kinbaku, also known
as shibari in the West. Music fills the dome as the
ropes fly, building as a network of connections are
created. HelloKatie will tie Shira and then do a selfsuspension performance as the beautiful sounds of
The Andalusian play.
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Friday Night Waffels!
Food
18+
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: Camp Waffelhaus
We will be serving up our legendary Belgian liège
waffles. This type of waffle is richer, denser, and
chewier than other waffles. Come find out what
you've been missing. (Please note: This is an 18+
event. Children are not allowed in Elysium.)
Noodle Service
Food
All Ages
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: White Dragon Noodle Bar
Don't let yourself get sucked into conversations
about what androids dream about this year – those
people are just trying to steal your noodles! Instead,
make sure you come visit the White Dragon Noodle
Bar as the sun goes down and get some of our
*universally famous* mushroom broth vegan
noodles. Lookin' for bonus points? Just bring your
own noodle-receptacle! PS: Let us know if Glutenfree is your style – we got your hook up.

In honor of our guest moderator, we'll have fruit,
cheese, and other great snacks.
Sour Power Happy Hour
Experimental
All Ages
7:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Pucker up for Sour Power Happy Hour! We'll have
a bag of sour powder, so bring whatever you want
to sour up. Come experiment! Bar will be open so
bring your cup!
Kink Karavan
Playform
18+
7:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: SWOMP
Come join us for fun exploration and demonstration
of alternative lifestyles. This playform will discuss
consent culture and play etiquette.

Slam Poetry with Bumper Balls
Playform
18+
7:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: Poetry Cube of The Burning Soul @Xanadu
Each human who participates will scream their word
creation while slamming into each other with the
fine protection of bubble soccer bumper balls.
Come experience poetic expression at its finest!

Welcome Home Variety Show
Performance
18+
7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Location: Camp Beemore
Settle in and make your way to the Camp
Beemore/Bangarang/Allidaseuq neighborhood for
the Welcome Home Variety Show! Camp
Beemore's annual Variety Show hosts an array of
talents from singing to fire spinning to funny stories
to party tricks. We mix the time with scheduled acts
and open mic, so feel free to share your talent with
us if you get inspired by the show.

Queer Burner Discussion & Snacks
Food
21+
7:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: The Annex @ Sinister Minister
Participate in a discussion about being a queer
burner, moderated by Snacks from The D Presents.

All Rave, No Butn
Performance
21+
7:00 PM to 5:00 AM
Location: LoveLab
Come get down to wicked beats being dropped by
your favorite DJs under a canopy of live mixed
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visuals, relax in the LoveLounge, and get your
groove on. All your butn are belong to us.
Sunset Party!
Party
All Ages
7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Join us in some spectacular sunset views as we
welcome the night! With beats and booze.
Meat Up
Food
All Ages
8:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
We smoked some meat, now let's eat!
Clam Slam Presents: Burner Speed Dating
(hosted by Tasty Pasty)
18+
8:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Location: Tasty Pasty, Elysium Fields
This year, Tasty Pasty is home to several members
of the Flipside-famous theme camp Clam Slam. To
showcase our guests, they will be bringing one of
their favorite events to Transformus! Tasty Pasty is
excited to host Clam Slam's Burner Speed Dating.
Just in time for traditional Friday Fetish Night in
Elysium Fields, come by Tasty Pasty to mingle with
the singles (and those poly-folks too!), answer
questions with fellow burners, experience easy ice
breakers, and open yourself to the sea of genders
and sexualities. There's bound to be somebody
interesting in this rotating get-to-know-ya human
body carousel of love, so come to the party and
become Burner Speed Dating's next great success
story.

Gnome Mischief March
Roaming Party
21+
8:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Location: down here at the gnome shop...
Calling all gnomies! Grab your hat and follow the
signs down to the Gnome Shop where we don't
practice santeria... cause lovin' is what we got <3
Here we will gather before embarking on a
mischievous camp crawl across the mountain top.
We will be crashing dance parties and invading the
bars, so don't forget your cup! Forgot your gnome
hat? Don't worry, we have extras! All mischievous
forest creatures are welcome. We only ask that you
have fun and be respectful. Gnomes are notorious
for being mischief makers, but it's all in good fun. ;)
PLF and Fire Triangle Present the "Freaks &
Fire Variety Show"
Performance
18+
8:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Location: PLF/Fire Triangle at the top of Valhalla
It's baaaaaaaaaaaack! Our variety show tradition
returns to Mysteria to kick off your Friday night just
right! Join us at at the top of Valhalla for the PLF/FT
"Freaks & Fire Variety Show"! A bit of burlesque and
side-show, witchy spoken word incantations, a dash
of live music and songstresses, jiggles and juggling
acts, ratchety cheerleading routines, a plethora of
choreographed fire performances (including some
double dragon antics, and a touch of pyromaniacal
fire breathing), maybe a little clowning around, and
more shenanigans to wash it all down. Come early
to fill your vessels at the Fire Triangle Libation
Station and explore all of our areas. Bring a yoga mat
and your friends to grab seats around the Fire
Circle. Stay afterwards to getcha freak on as we
crank up the PLF Sound Station for booty shakin'
liberation efforts. Hosted and wrangled by Parker
Galore and Tornado Kelley. Respectful rowdiness,
hootin', hollerin', howlin' are all encouraged. Valhalla
back.
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Evening Tea Time @ Aphroteasiac
Tea
18+
8:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: Aphroteasiac Tea House @ the Temple
Chillax and unwind in the comfy surroundings of our
palatial Aphroteasiac lounge, where you can enjoy
stimulating conversation over a satisfying cup of tea.
Arcana International Film Festival
Film festival
All Ages
8:30 PM to 6:00 AM
Location: Arcana
The Arcana International Film Festival is the largest
film festival in the Transformus Family of Burns and
the most prestigious such festival in the Southeast.
It is one of the oldest A-list film festivals, a category
it shares with the festivals in Cannes, Berlin, Venice,
San Sebastian, Moscow, Montreal, Shanghai, and
Tokyo. Among filmmakers, agents, distributors, and
journalists, the Arcana International Film Festival is
considered the most important event in all of
Mysteria. Every year, the festival presents some
number of films from around the world, and
regularly hosts famous and important filmmakers.
The festival is intended for both film professionals
and the general public, and offers visitors a carefully
designed programme, excellent facilities, and a broad
range of other services.
Lizzo Dance Party
Party
21+
9:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Location: Raised By Rabbits
Get your Friday night off on the right foot by dancing
out your demons to the queen of self-love and
positivity, Lizzo! All her most danceable songs will
be played and we guarantee you'll leave with a smile
on your face. Be sure to grab a drink from The
Bunny Bar – we've got a bottle of tequila we've been
saving for you.

Art Tour
Art Tour by the Creativity Team
All Ages
9:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Location: Starting at Center camp
Take a tour and learn about all the art that was
brought to Transformus and what inspired the
artists. This is a guided tour via the Creativity Team,
so you will learn little bits of info and have a chance
to ask questions.
Birdperson's Apothecary Bar
Bar
21+
9:00 PM to 1:00 AM
Location: Echo Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp
Enchanted Greetings, One and All! Echo is proud to
present "Birdperson's Apothecary Bar," a four-hour
delightful atmospheric cocktail soirée featuring
specialty infused cocktails, ethereal vibes, and a dip
into Dark Victorian Delights! Come one! Come all!
Have an elixir to soothe the soul and light the fire in
your hearts! Dress up is encouraged! *** NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY AND ALL ELDRITCH
HORRORS THAT MAY OR MAY NOT BE
EXPERIENCED!!! ***
Noodle Lab Love Bar
Bar
21+
9:00 PM to 5:00 AM
Location: LoveLab
White Dragon Noodle Bar will be taking control of
LoveLab's Bar service for Friday Night. Drink
specials: "The Leg Opener" & "The Trucker Bomb."
Spinning to the Oldies
Performance
All Ages
9:00 PM to 11:00 PM
Location: PANGEA
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Come get classy with your combustibles! We'll spin
jukebox hits from the 50s and 60s while you spin
fire. Dapper duds encouraged!
Chicago Roulette
Bar
21+
9:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Location: New York Dangerous
Three people enter. One person has a gross shot of
Malört, which is from Chicago. Get it? Chicago
roulette? The other two shots will be tasty. It's
DANGEROUS.
LIVE BAND
Performance
18+
9:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: Camp Your Soul is My Soul
Friday night around Sundown, and Saturday night
immediately post-burn, we will have a live band
performance for your viewing pleasure, as well as
fire spinning and an open bar, dude!
Hogwarts Drive-In Movie Theater
Party
All Ages
9:00 PM to 6:00 AM
Location: Platform 9¾
From sundown to sunup we are magically showing
all of our favorite movies! Some people like a raging
dance floor; others like to sit and chill watching the
classics. We will be showing everything from Jurassic
Park and Harry Potter to Disney classics and Marvel's
greatest. Come relax with us as we enjoy our
favorite films together!

Pickle Pair-A-Dice
Bar
21+
9:30 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Leave it to our pickle dice to determine your pickle
and chaser combination! Delicious homemade
pickles meet a variety of quality spirits! Find us at
our mobile bar starting at Classholes around 9:30 or
fieldtripping Xanadu around 10:30!
Laser Tag (Nighttime Edition)
Game
18+
10:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: Bangarang Camp
Face off against your friends or foes on our obstacle
course! Night time laser tag adds +10 stealth. Please
note: laser tag hours are BMT (Burner Maybe Time).
Morning Cartoons at Night!
Food
All Ages
11:00 PM to 3:00 AM
Location: Camp Catastrophe!
Mom and Dad are asleep! Come over in your
jammies to watch cartoons with us! We'll have
unhealthy breakfast cereal with those awesome
sippy straw bowls. Cartoon genres include 80's
retro or reboots, kid-friendly Anime (low tentacle
to schoolgirl ratio), modern American, and
psychedelic weirdness. The password is "Sugar
Coma."
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Saturday
Random Acts of Poetry
Playform
All Ages
12:00 AM to 11:59 AM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Stop by throughout the weekend and get your
poetry on. Create a haiku, sonnet, or some
nonsense on the giant chalkboard with magnetic
words. Enhance your poetry with extra words or
drawings in chalk that would secretly make your
favorite teacher proud. Clear the board and clap the
erasers for the full effect.
Paradise Plateau Grilled Cheese Lounge and
Bar
Food
All Ages
1:00 AM to 2:00 AM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Grilled cheese, yo. Just up that damn hill.
Space Viking Ambient Space Walk
Bar
21+
4:00 AM to 7:00 AM
Location: Echo Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp
Become the embodiment of Night's flowing locks as
you frolic furtively and ponder the esoteric
mysteries of the child she bore with her first
husband Darkness, whom they named Space. May
you have no fear of Ragnarök during this pensive yet
energetic rhythmic revelation.
Cafe' Butn Covfefe
Coffee/tea station
All Ages
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM
Location: Open camping - come find us!

Cafe' Butn Covfefe will be providing freshly brewed
coffee and tea each morning for you to "Hold on
with both hands and swallow."
Morning Yoga
Activity
All Ages
7:00 AM to 10:00 AM
Location: The Gifting Tree
Share some solo or guided morning relaxation
under the branches of The Gifting Tree. Bring
yourselves, a mat, and whatever level of clothing you
feel comfortable in to ease into the new day.
Acroyoga Fundamentals
Workshop
All Ages
8:00 AM to 9:00 AM
Location: Anywhere with flat ground
During this workshop we will introduce basic poses
and flows in a fun and safe environment; all weaved
with partner drills, games, smart and accessible
progressions, and lots of solar energy.
Tangle Dangle
Play
All Ages
8:00 AM to 8:00 AM
Location: Porcine Aviation
Come show us your rock climbing twister skills.
Two to three players per round; if you fall off, you
get eliminated. Bonus points for unnecessarily
complicated moves. Bring a head lamp for hardcore
night play. The time is now!
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Pac Tag
Play
All Ages
8:00 AM to 10:00 PM
Location: Porcine Aviation
Come slap balls with the best of ‘em! Play as pacman
or ghosts in our live action maze tag game on a
40'x40' pacman board. See if you can land the high
score on our board. (We may have night play – still
working out the lighting...)
Coffee Bar at Tasty Pasty!
Food
18+
8:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Location: Tasty Pasty, Elysium Fields
Whenever we get up in the morning, there will be
COFFEE with a side of SNARK*. We might have
iced coffee. Be prepared for bad attitudes and
SHAME if you don’t have a cup! Drink it and Shut
up. It’s free, and we hate you. You’ll “love” our
decaf-only Sundays! (hint: decaf never served) We
have lots of tag lines.
*SNARK not optional
The Hangover Bar
Bar
21+
9:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Location: Bangarang/Beemore
Hey Buddy...I see you over there. You had the best
night EVER last night, didn’t you? Hell yeah you did!
And now you're paying the price. Who are we to
judge? In honor of your epic evening, we'll be serving
the best damn Bloody Marys you've had in your life,
or rehydrate at the ectrolyte station for those who
went really hard. Once you're feeling human again,
help yourself to an eye mask and some ear plugs so
you can sleep it off in peace. You earned it, champ.

Morning Announcements
Performance
All Ages
9:00 AM to 9:30 AM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Stop by for our morning announcement! We have
all of the information that you need to have an
educational day at Mysteria High!! What classes and
activities will we be having throughout the school
day?! Find out if there will be any important tests,
when report cards will be handed out, and who is
running for student council!! If you have any
pertinent information to share with the class, then
feel free to hop onto the microphone and announce
your heart out!
Toast with Lala
Food
All Ages
9:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Location: Lala land
Super hungry in the morning but too lazy to cook
for yourself? Come grab some French toast with
Lala.
Saturday Morning Cartoon Happy Hour
Food
All Ages
9:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Location: Wrong Way
Do you sometimes feel nostalgic for easier days
spent in your pajamas? Days when getting up early
on a Saturday meant a day off spending time with
your favorite show & your face buried in a bowl of
your favorite sugary breakfast? WE DO TOO! &
that is why Wrong Way RE-introduces your favorite
day back into rotation. Join us under Love Tower
Saturday morning & stay tooned for a lineup of dirty
cartoon beats & sugary cereal sweets! Beats, cereal,
milk, and milk alternatives provided. BYOB (booze
&/or bowls)
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Just Bacon
Food
18+
10:00 AM to 12:00 PM
Location: Camp Invisible in Elysian Fields
Just.... Just Bacon.
History 101: Kubb (Viking Chess)
Game
All Ages
10:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Professor RayJay is Classholes’ resident Kubb
specialist. The game will be set up for people to play
throughout the school day, but if you can catch the
expert in between classes, he will show you why he
is a master Kubber.
Underpants Yoga
Playform
18+
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM
Location: Camp Contact
When I first started inviting people to do yoga with
me at burns, I kept hearing the same same thing: "I
didn't bring any yoga clothes!" I started answering
"so come practice in your underpants," and
underpants yoga was born. This is a creative vinyasastyle yoga class appropriate for all levels of yogi and
tailored to whoever is in attendance, with a sense of
humor and relaxed atmosphere. Oh, and u bc
underpants.
Gym Class Juggling Lessons
Playform
All Ages
10:00 AM to 1:00 PM
Location: Classholes!
Forget dodge-ball – we're having a catch with
ourselves. Learn how to juggle with us!

Yin Yoga
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
10:30 AM to 11:30 AM
Location: Nama'Stay In Bed, Argonath
Yin Yoga is slower-paced, more meditative, and
perfect for a hangover! In Yin, the poses are held for
a long period of time (typically three to five minutes
or longer) to target the connective tissues (such as
the ligaments) rather than focusing on the muscles.
As a result, the asanas are more passive holds, with
little muscular engagement. It is a great way to start
a Burn Day!
Ice Candle Making
craft
All Ages
11:00 AM to 12:30 PM
Location: At Camp Catastrophe! under the octagonal
tent
Learn how to make layered pillar candles, wow your
friends, and baffle potential lovers with your newfound artistic genius. Then endulge your pyromaniac
tendencies and light them on fire (the candles, of
course). This event is all ages, but involves hot wax
and is not suitable for children under the age of ten.
New Orleans Jazz Brunch
Food
21+
11:00 AM to 1:00 PM
Location: Low Expectations and Bad Decisions.
Come by Low Expectations and Bad Decisions for
our second NOLA style Jazz brunch. Tasty Bloody
Marys and several different foods from New Orleans
will be served.
Champagne Kegstands
Bar
21+
11:00 AM to 1:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
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What’s school without a good old fashioned
kegger!? Well, this is actually new fashioned since we
filled our keg with white wine and carbonated that
shit. You don’t have to do a keg stand to get
some….but you should.
Weekend Waffel Brunch!
Food
18+
11:00 AM to 1:00 PM
Location: Camp Waffelhaus
We will be serving up our legendary Belgian liège
waffles. This type of waffle is richer, denser, and
chewier than other waffles. Come find out what
you've been missing. (Please note: This is an 18+
event. Children are not allowed in Elysium.)
Love Tower
Playform
All Ages
11:00 AM to 12:00 AM
Location: Camp Wrong Way, Valhalla
(See description in Thursday’s events.)
Shira Reads Tarot
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
11:11 AM to 11:11 PM
Location: Roaming
Do you have questions? The universe has answers!
Let's channel that infinite energy through tarot cards
to find the information you need.
Acro Yoga Jam
Playform
All Ages
11:30 AM to 1:30 PM
Location: Camp Contact
All levels jam! Come with a partner or on your own,
as a beginner or an experienced acro yogi. Let's
connect and play through the art of partner
balancing aka climbing on and lifting up your friends!
with Victoria & Kevin & Spacious.

Complimentary Compliments
Performance
All Ages
11:59 AM to 12:00 AM
Location: Namast'ay in Bed, out n' about
For a limited time only, we're offering genuine
compliments for the low low price of $0.00! Visit
your local Salem to take advantage of this once-in-alifetime deal! Order now and we'll throw in a bear
hug!
"Traditional" Viking WarHammer Painting
Food
18+
12:00 PM to 6:30 PM
Location: Aegir's Tavern
Come help us paint canvas and explode fruit in our
cleanroom! Swing a war hammer with impunity and
experience true catharsis. Release your inner viking!
Danger Cheese
Food
All Ages
12:00 PM to 1:00 PM
Location: New York Dangerous
Come have some grilled cheese, vegan or dairy. It's
dangerous because some cheese is sharp.
Choose Your Own Adventure @ the Consent
Castle
Playform
All Ages
12:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Location: Consent Tent in Avalon
The 11th Principle: Consent team royally invites you
to the Consent Castle! Our magical space is waiting
for you choose your own adventure and have your
very own consent-based experience. Our royal
decree is to ensure that burners of all ages have an
enthusiastically informed and engaging time here at
Mysteria, and it's our pleasure to bring you fantastic
resources on consent education!
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MSG Bloody Marys
Bar
21+
12:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Don't believe bad science. MSG is awesome! And so
are Bloody Marys.
Non-Binary Tea Time
Food
All Ages
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM
Location: Smellsburg (giant metal dome)
Tea time for non-binary, genderqueer, and trans folk
in the Smellsburg giant metal dome. Don't forget
your cup!
Art Car/Mutant Vehicle Workshop - Behind
the Scenes of H.E.M.A.C.
Workshop open forum
All Ages
12:00 PM to 1:00 PM
Location: Platform 9¾
Let's talk all things mutant vehicle and art car!
EVERYONE who owns any type of car can also turn
it into an art car. Even your daily driver can be safely
modified to be almost anything your imagination can
think of. Join us for this open forum discussion about
how accessible and easy it can be to make your
dreams come true in regards to building and creating
art cars and mutant vehicles! Please bring your
curiosity and questions as we look under the hood
at just how we built our own Hogwarts Express
Magical Art Car. It's your chance to check out the
secrets behind the magic of how we built our own
art car.
Tasty Pasty Time: Shibarcuterie!
Workshop/Food
18+
12:00 PM to 1:00 PM
Location: Tasty Pasty, Elysium Fields

In honor of our traditional Tasty Pasty Time where
we notoriously eat food off nipples, we are hosting
a workshop event to put a new twist on tradition!
Come discover the surprising similarities between
Shibari knots and the art of Charcuterie! We will
have teachers showing participants how to do
simple ties for both charcuterie meats and Shibari as
well as offering for those who consent the chance to
be tied up! Come enjoy a delicious selection of
meats and cheeses from our human charcuterie
plate or participate by eating some delectable
delights off of consenting nips! (Please note: This
event is 21+, so bring your ID.)
Pronoun Buttons
Apparel
21+
12:00 PM to 11:59 PM
Location: The Annex @ Sinister Minister
Support body positivity and trans burners by
wearing one of our pronoun buttons.
Queer Brunch Potluck
Food
21+
12:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Location: Arr Camp! / LGBTea House
Meet & Greet for queer burners. We'll have eggs,
tea, mimosas and many fruits. Bring food too!
Self-Directed Drawing
Playform
21+
4:00 PM to 11:59 PM
Location: The Annex @ Sinister Minister
Body positivity: Appreciate the male form by
learning more about it. Our beautiful men are
waiting for you to transfer them from poster to
paper.
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Erotic Readings Brunch
Participatory Performance Art
18+
12:00 PM to 2:30 PM
Location: Camp Justice League
Come and enjoy a sensual brunch while listening to
only the finest passages from the "best" erotic
novels. There's something for everyone, and we
mean everyone. Read through our library of novels
and erotic fan fiction and choose your favorite to
share with the class.
Tea with Rex
Tea Party
All Ages
12:00 PM to 1:00 PM
Location: PANGEA
Join us for a tea party of Jurassic proportions! Break
out your best prehistoric wear, mind your talons,
and prepare for your thirst to go EXTINCT. You bet
your Jur-assic there will be sips & snacks!
Let's Talk About Sex!
Playform
18+
12:00 PM to 1:00 PM
Location: Oasis Lounge
Hey Burner Friends, come for sexy and educational
activities and a roundtable conversation about
sexuality and gender. We believe that our
community is our best resource, and open
conversation about sex heals us! Come and create a
safe and open-hearted space for sharing of ideas and
resources with each other. All sharing is optional
and welcome within our time frames.
Speed Dating! <3
Ritual/Ceremony
18+
12:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Location: Future Robots' Camp
Everyone knows time is the absolute archenemy of
companionate connection. True love? At first sight.

Vision? Famously fast. So join us as we reeeeeeally
rush you through some powerful and palpable
prattle before finally ripping you from your
soulmate. Don't worry, this will happen again and
again and again! You can be any height to ride this
emotional rollercoaster!
Watergun Fight
Game
All Ages
12:00 PM to 1:00 PM
Location: Burn field
Hey guys, bring your water and water guns or come
use ours and have some fun! We'll have music and
host a fight every 20 minutes.
Cookies & Cocktails
Bar
21+
12:00 PM to 1:00 PM
Location: Camp Updog (Avalon)
Think you know cookies? Think you love cookies?
Want to prove it? Win, and get MORE cookies.
Lose, and get MORE cookies so you can study for
next time. Then wash it down with some of our tasty
beverages. If you’re feeling adventurous, ask for the
Dog Balls special. Come on down to Camp UpDog
and see what's up!
Smellsburg Show and Smell
Smell bar
All Ages
12:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: The D Presents: Smellsburg and Hammock
Paradise
The smell bar is open for business! Make your own
essential oil spray to keep your burn body smelling
sensational. Nuzzle your nose into our fragrant
flowers and herbs. Submit to aromatic indulgence.
ConSCENTual smells only!
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Virgin Bingo
Game
All Ages
12:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: SWOMP
Are you a virgin? Did your camp bring lots of virgins?
Send them to SWOMP camp's bar to pick up a copy
of Virgin Bingo! Also appropriate for the previously
deflowered. This is intended to help virgins and
veterans alike find shenanigans to dive into.
Aware Self Care: Self Massage and Iyengar
Yoga
Preventative Health/Wellness
All Ages
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM
Location: Effigy Burn Field, rain location at The Mint
Join Genevieve from Aware Self Care Therapeutics
in this self-care exploration. We will start with
warm-up stretches, rotations, and breath work,
delving into Iyengar Yoga arm and leg activations
that are pivotal in helping align us correctly in our
yoga poses and daily activities. We shall explore the
areas of our bodies that are less activated and
embodied in our day-to-day activities, and learn
about channeling our consciousness through these
areas so we can gain more peace and freedom within
our bodies. We shall stare our pain bodies in the
face and breathe through them, knowing that on the
other side of this self-care is a party that we can
embody more fully now that our bodies have been
paid attention to. This work saves my life on the
daily, and I am honored to be able to share it with
you.
Kids Creating Art
Playform
18 and under (geared specifically towards children and
families)
1:00 PM to 3:00 PM
Location: Camp Nama’Stay In Bed, Argonath
Here is a chance to make a small dreamcatcher to
take home or help paint a set of prayer flags for our

camp. We will have snacks and non-alcoholic drinks
for the kids and wine for adults. All ages welcome.
Bubble Butt Boba Tea
Food
18+
1:00 PM to 3:00 PM
Location: Aphroteasiac Tea House
Come get your boba bubble butt on! We will be
serving up chilled Thai Bubble (Boba) Tea together
with some fun beats. Dancing, prancing, sipping and
dipping will all be in order. Come twerk and werk
your booty with us!
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
Bangarang Photo Scavenger Hunt
Playform
All Ages
1:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Location: Bangarang
Bring a team of up to four, a team name, and a
charged phone with signal to Bangarang camp at 1:00
pm promptly for our photo scavenger hunt. You will
be given a list of ten words that you have to
represent in photos with your friends in one hour.
The best team photos will win a trophy at our
awards ceremony at 11:00 pm Saturday post-burn at
Platform 9¾ next to Bangarang.
Can you DIG it?
Craft Time
All Ages
1:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Location: PANGEA
No one will ever believe you traveled back to the
time of PANGEA! Take home a souvenir to prove
it!! Join us for some caveman craft time and create
your very own fabulous fossil!
Less Rave, More Butn
Arts and Crafts
All Ages
1:00 PM to 2:00 PM
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Location: LGBTea House (within ARRR camp), Elysium
Fields
We heard your requests for LESS RAVE, MOAR
BUTN and are prepared to deliver! Come chill,
converse, and make a unique button to wear, gift, or
otherwise fulfill your burning desires.
Twerkshop! with Bubble Butt and DJ GoDiva
Playform
21+
1:30 PM to 3:00 PM
Location: Fire Triangle/PLF in Valhalla
Learn to twerk, shake, and isolate in a fun and
supportive environment. From twerking enthusiasts
to first timers just interested in knowing more about
backing that thing up, this event is made for all
shapes, sizes, and levels of booty shakers. Led by
Bubble Butt, and with booty-bumping beats by DJ
GoDiva, this rousing afternoon delight aims to help
you appreciate your body and all the ways it can
move!
Contact Improvisation Dance
Playform
All Ages
1:30 PM to 3:00 PM
Location: Camp Contact
Contact Improvisation is a movement form that lets
you get in touch with your inner earthworm. It’s a
partner dance where the first partner is the ground,
with additional partners joining you and letting go in
a deep flow state.
Spring of the Gods
Bar
All Ages
2:00 PM to 3:00 AM
Location: Echo Collective
**Ongoing Event**
We harbor no milk drinkers in our midst! The
Goddess Frigg grants her favor upon ye mortals.
With the power of foresight, she has seen Ye
warriors doth need hydration. Otherworldly gifts

are bestowed upon us! Elixir of cucumber water at
Echo bar for Ye Olde weekend. Drink your Friggin
water & be a Viking.
Laser Tag (Daytime Edition)
Game
All Ages
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: Bangarang Camp
Face off against your friends or foes on our obstacle
course! Did your campmate burn the bacon this
morning? This is the perfect place to battle it out.
Please note that laser tag hours are BMT (Burner
Maybe Time)
Hot Diggity Dog It’s Burn Day Late Lunch
Food
All Ages
2:00 PM to 3:00 PM
Location: Camp Your Soul is My Soul
Fuel up for burn night. You can party harder on a full
belly! Come enjoy seemingly endless amounts of hot
dogs and delicious homemade chili sauce, ketchup,
mustard, and whatever else you can find to dress hot
dogs with.
The Pillagin' Picklers’ Pickleback Bonanza
Bar
21+
2:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Echo Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp
Pillage yourself a pickle or pickleback with the
Pillagin' Picklers, the boozin' n brinin' blowhards of
Echo. We’ll be slingin’ bourbon ‘n’ homemade brine
all afternoon, so swing on by.
Drinks & Massage
Food
21+
2:00 PM to 3:00 PM
Location: The Annex @ Sinister Minister
Body positivity: Enjoy a Pride Shot or amazing tea
from LGBTea House, then participate in our
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communal massage. Take turns on our massage
table as everyone massages you. Gay-Guy-focused
but open to all.

from a white van, but either way we will be hanging
around our camp, excited to talk to new people.
Come by!

Guided Meditation
Workshop
All Ages
2:00 PM to 3:00 PM
Location: Camp Contact
Experience guided meditation and deepen your
personal meditation sessions. This is a group activity.
Private sessions by request.

LGBTea Party
Party
All Ages
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: The LGBTea House (within ARRR Camp),
Elysium Fields
Are you queer? Gay? Lesbian? Trans? Genderfluid?
Questioning? Feeling like you need a queer cozy
space, even in Mysteria? Just want a cuppa? Come
find the LGBTea House, a subset of ARRR camp, a
gender variant-focused space intended to create a
casual haven for LGBTQIA folks. We host an
LGBTea Party daily from 2-4, but feel free to ask for
tea any time you drop by. Think of us as Mysteria’s
Gay Bar, only with more tea and less bar!

Intro to Art: Alcohol and Ink Tiles
Workshop
21+
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
We’ll be serving up some delicious mojitos while we
make some beautiful pieces of art!! We’ll be using
alcohol ink to create some swirly, trippy, drippy
images on ceramic tiles. The ink is messy and will
not wash out of clothing, so please don’t wear your
Saturday best!
Disney Singalong Dance Party
Party
All Ages
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: Camp Beemore
Disney fans of all ages, come sing along to Disney
music with us and dance with all the colors of the
wind. Expect to hear the greats of all decades, from
Aristocats to Moana. (But fear not, we will not play
Let It Go.)
Talk to Strangers
Party
All Ages
2:00 PM to 3:00 PM
Location: New York Dangerous
Strangers are scary. These strangers have candy for
you. Free candy. This candy may or may not come

Skrambles**!* Boutique!!*! (and fashion
show)
Boutique
All Ages
2:30 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: Skrambles**!
Feeling a little under-dressed? Swing by and find your
clothing destiny! Highly curated with personal
stylists. Flash sale. And maybe sashay down the
runway?
Handle in the Wind
Bar
21+
3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Camp Elton Johnnie Walker
Come down to Camp Elton Johnnie Walker to say
goodbye to that yellow brick road and embrace your
tiny dancer! We'll be serving whisky of all sorts to
get your properly warmed up – just as Sir Elton
would have wanted it.
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Baron Samedi and the Bottle Tree
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Catastrophe! in Narnia
Baron Samedi and the Bottle Tree is an interactive
art installation piece. It provides a portal space
where you can send a written message to your dear
and departed, and rest assured that the Baron will
deliver them. It also offers a space to honor and
commemorate the Lord of Death, the Baron
Samedi, and thank him for another year. Baron
Samedi (or Baron Saturday) is a Haitian Voodoo Loa;
he governs death, hedonism and children. He
accepts offerings of rum, black coffee, and tobacco.
The Professor’s Hot & Stinky Metal Mania
Ritual/Ceremony
21+
3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Party Liberation Front
In honor of Ian Graham, we continue our tradition
at PLF! We play Brutal Metal Music on the big system
while Hot & Stinky Corner serves up the stinkiest
cheeses and hottest hot sauces. Be warned: the hot
is hot, the stinky is stinky, and the metal is brutal.
Come join our yearly ritual where you can thrash
around with us and get served serious heat. Hail
Satan 3:->~ 👹
Introduction to Japanese Rope Bondage/
Shibari
Class/Workshop
18+
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM
Location: Camp Contact
Come learn about the beautiful, connective art of
kinbaku, or as it more commonly known in the
West, shibari. We will go over a brief history and
discuss consent and safety concerns, as well as learn
a few fundamental ties. Participation is appreciated
and encouraged! Please feel free to bring a
consenting bottom to tie, but these ties can

absolutely be practiced on yourself! It is
recommended that you bring 1-2 lengths of 26-30’
4-6mm rope. Some rope will be provided on a first
come, first served basis. This is a class, and we will
maintain an educational demeanor. No play allowed,
thanks, and looking forward to seeing you all there!
HelloKatie will be teaching with the assistance of
Shira :)
Discovering Radical Feminine Expression
Ritual/Ceremony
18+
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM
Location: Camp Contact
Speak from your deepest heart. Embody your
hidden wells of passion as the sacred feminine, or
receive its full force as the conscious masculine. This
will be an opportunity for Womxn (or feminine
identifying) to step into the full range and full force
of their emotions and to express them fully towards
a willing, capable masculine counterpart. For the
masculine identifying, this is an opportunity to face
the biggest fear that exists in the heart of mxn – the
raw, unbridled feminine in all her beauty, depth, and
awesome might. This workshop welcomes all
gender expressions. Non-binary folx welcome.
Beats, Bends, and Brews
Yoga Flow with Live DJ
All Ages
3:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: LoveLab
Vinyasa Yoga lead by Joey Fabulous & DJ Dystract
on the LoveLab SoundSystem, followed by the Big
Deal Happy Hour. Some mats will be available. Bring
your cups.
Saucer Toss
Playform
All Ages
3:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Location: In the Field Behind Fromage Grille
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This is where the saucers come out to fly in
Mysteria. Extraterrestrial travelers beware! This is
not an event where you get to show off your
pimped-out saucers; this is an event where saucers
get chased, caught, or crash land. No abductions will
be allowed, but experimentation in all ways of saucer
tossing, chasing, and catching is highly encouraged.
Saucer tossing is for those who are not afraid of the
unknown, for learning to chase and consistently
catch elusive saucers will answer many mysteries.
With enough saucer chasers together, we will test
our training during friendly games of opposing
saucer tossing teams. Disclaimer: Saucer tossing may
or may not be useful during a chance encounter with
a real flying saucer. If you spot a flying saucer with
travelers from the great beyond, feel free to or not
to put your saucer tossing skills to the test. Such an
encounter may even happen at Transformus.
Weirder things have happened in Mysteria. Bring:
Comfortable shoes/socks and a hydrating beverage.
Hedonist Happy Hour
Bar
21+
4:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Location: Garden of Hedons
Heed the serpent’s call and head on over to Garden
of Hedons. Confess and receive alcoholic
absolution. Partake in culinary communion. Or get
adorned at the Stations of the Glam. A Mysterious
paradise of decadent libations and intoxicating
activities is waiting for you! Saints welcome, sinners
preferred.
Burner Leadership Social
Mixer/leadership social
All Ages
4:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Location: Raised by Rabbits in Avalon
If you self-identify as a Burner-leader, please join us
on Saturday from 4:00 to 6:00 pm at Raised by
Rabbits. Come mingle with your fellow leaders from
East Coast Burns and beyond. Hosted by Sauce and

your Burning Man Regional Contacts. Please bring
something to share. All are welcome.
Annual Quidditch Match
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
4:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Temple area
Join Houses Rave'n'Quit & ButnHurt For the
Quidditch Match, Shirts vs legs.
Art Tour
Art Tour by the Creativity Team
All Ages
9:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Location: Starting at Center camp
Take a tour and learn about all the art that was
brought to Transformus and what inspired the
artists. This is a guided tour via the Creativity Team,
so you will learn little bits of info and have a chance
to ask questions.
Drawing Session
Playform
21+
4:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: The Annex @ Sinister Minister
Body positivity: Appreciate the male form by
learning more about it. We'll have male model(s) for
you to sketch, and be prepared to be a model too!
Pirate Mouse from LGBTea House will be our guest
instructor. Male-focused, but open to all.
Couples Hypnosis Workshop
Workshop
18+
4:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Camp Contact
Bring a partner and be hypnotized together for a
rewarding relationship-building experience. Private
sessions available by request.
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ScreenLab @ LoveLab
Silk Screening Activity
All Ages
4:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Location: LoveLab
Come learn how to silkscreen and make your own
commemorative TFUS 2019 T-Shirt or whatever.
We will have multiple silkscreen stations & designs.
Bring your own T-Shirt or clothing item to be
screened.
Big Deal Happy Hour
Bar
21+
4:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Location: LoveLab
Rye whiskey, old fashiones, and hibiscus vodka
shrubs. This event will be a Big Deal.... :)
Also,
don't forget your cups.
Tutu for You!
Craft
All Ages
4:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Location: Bangarang
Join us at Bangarang to make your own tutu and take
on the night! We’ll be providing supplies, but feel
free to bring your own too! Tulle, ribbons, and strips
of stretchy fabric (nothing that frays) work great.
Beats will be bumpin’ from our sound system while
you craft away.
THE BIG GAME!!!
Party
All Ages
4:20 PM to 6:00 PM
Location: Camp Justice League
It's the biggest game of the CENTURY and we are
pumped, bruh!!! Stop by the pub at CJL to tailgate
the sporting event that everyone is talking about! I
mean, did you hear who was playing the halftime
show?!! So come wearing your favorite fan apparel
or jersey and cheer for the team with the people

that score the points and do the thing! The bar will
be open and trash food will be served. ***Limited
VIP tickets available, see the bartender for details***
The "Now We Dance! Now We Fight!"
Dance/Fight Party
Party
All Ages
5:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Alternate between dancing and (pillow) fighting in
rapid simon-says like succession according to the
whims of our dancefight meister!
Witch Jawn - Tarots and Crafts
Party
18+
5:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Location: PLF at the Cat Sanctuary
Witch Party! We'll have multiple tarots available for
consultation along with a little free occult library so
you
can
expand
your
knowledge.
Jewelry/talisman/sigil making will be going on. Please
bring some witch crafts to make and share!
Popping Heads and Popping Bottles
Performance and Bar
21+
5:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Location: Echo Collective
Have your friends sinned against the Butn? Mooped
all over the place? *Gasp* stole the last beer? Bring
them down to Echo’s Ye Olde Guillotine and have
them tried and executed by a jury of their peers*!
“Indulge in debauchery and cheer their deaths with
the finest of bubbly.” *Off-hours executions can be
scheduled at the Echo bar all weekend per request.
Fair trials not guaranteed.
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Purple Nurples
Performance
18+
5:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Location: Purple Camp
Stop by and get your Nurples Purpled before the Big
Burn on Saturday night. Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Everyone gets a Happy Ending!

Come meet the CLASSHOLES teachers!! We are
sorry to inform you that we will have to talk to you
about Billy’s constant outbursts, Karen’s low test
scores, and Bobby’s incessant blabbering in class.
This could be stressful and not what you want to
hear after a long day of burning, but luckily we will
have libations to help numb all of the news of your
brat’s bad behavior.

Fancy Date Night: The Space Age
Party
21+
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: Raised By Rabbits
The second annual Fancy Date Night, with a twist!
We're celebrating the 50th anniversary of the moon
landing by taking it back to 1969. With the help of
Arcana, we'll be serving up some food and cocktails
appropriate to the era (Jell-O salad anyone?) while
listening to some music that's out of this world.
Don't worry, you can burn off all those pesky
calories on The Jiggler. So throw on your best
cardigan and pearls and grab a glass of Tang: it's what
the astronauts drink!

Noodle Service
Food
All Ages
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: White Dragon Noodle Bar
Don't let yourself get sucked into conversations
about what androids dream about this year – those
people are just trying to steal your noodles! Instead,
make sure you come visit the White Dragon Noodle
Bar as the sun goes down and get some of our
*universally famous* mushroom broth vegan
noodles. Lookin' for bonus points? Just bring your
own noodle-receptacle! PS: Let us know if Glutenfree is your style – we got your hook up.

Yearbook Photos
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: Classholes!
It's school picture time! Stop by the CLASSHOLES
photobooth in your fanciest school attire to get
your photo in this year’s album. Team pictures are
welcome! If Tim gets his shit together you can relive
the memories in our yearbook next time. If you
missed Thursday, we'll have it going again Saturday.
Parent-Teacher Conferences
Bar
21+
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!

All Rave, No Butn
Performance
21+
7:00 PM to 5:00 AM
Location: LoveLab
Come get down to wicked beats being dropped by
your favorite DJs under a canopy of live mixed
visuals, relax in the LoveLounge, and get your
groove on. All your butn are belong to us.
Sunset Party!
Party
All Ages
7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Join us in some spectacular sunset views as we
welcome the night! With beats and booze.
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Goth Twilight - Spoopy Jams and Barbarous
Body Paint
Dance / body art
All Ages
7:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: PLF
The cat cult is throwing down some spoopy jams
while we decorate our bodies for the burn! Come
dance like no one is watching between coats of
warpaint. Clove cigarettes optional.
Evening Tea Time @ Aphroteasiac
Tea
18+
8:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: Aphroteasiac Tea House @ the Temple
Chillax and unwind in the comfy surroundings of our
palatial Aphroteasiac lounge, where you can enjoy
stimulating conversation over a satisfying cup of tea.
Arcana International Film Festival
Film festival
All Ages
8:30 PM to 6:00 AM
Location: Arcana
The Arcana International Film Festival is the largest
film festival in the Transformus Family of Burns and
the most prestigious such festival in the Southeast.
It is one of the oldest A-list film festivals, a category
it shares with the festivals in Cannes, Berlin, Venice,
San Sebastian, Moscow, Montreal, Shanghai, and
Tokyo. Among filmmakers, agents, distributors, and
journalists, the Arcana International Film Festival is
considered the most important event in all of
Mysteria. Every year, the festival presents some
number of films from around the world, and
regularly hosts famous and important filmmakers.
The festival is intended for both film professionals

and the general public, and offers visitors a carefully
designed programme, excellent facilities, and a broad
range of other services.
LIVE BAND
Performance
18+
9:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: Camp Your Soul is My Soul
Friday night around Sundown, and Saturday night
immediately post-burn, we will have a live band
performance for your viewing pleasure, as well as
fire spinning and an open bar, dude!
Hogwarts Drive-In Movie Theater
Party
All Ages
9:00 PM to 6:00 AM
Location: Platform 9¾
From sundown to sunup we are magically showing
all of our favorite movies! Some people like a raging
dance floor; others like to sit and chill watching the
classics. We will be showing everything from Jurassic
Park and Harry Potter to Disney classics and Marvel's
greatest. Come relax with us as we enjoy our
favorite films together!
Laser Tag (Nighttime Edition)
Game
18+
10:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: Bangarang Camp
Face off against your friends or foes on our obstacle
course! Night time laser tag adds +10 stealth. Please
note: laser tag hours are BMT (Burner Maybe Time).
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Sunday
Cafe' Butn Covfefe
Coffee/tea station
All Ages
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM
Location: Open camping - come find us!
Cafe' Butn Covfefe will be providing freshly
brewed coffee and tea each morning for you
to "Hold on with both hands and swallow."
Morning Yoga
Activity
All Ages
7:00 AM to 10:00 AM
Location: The Gifting Tree
Share some solo or guided morning
relaxation under the branches of The Gifting
Tree. Bring yourselves, a mat, and whatever
level of clothing you feel comfortable in to
ease into the new day.
Acroyoga Fundamentals
Workshop
All Ages
8:00 AM to 9:00 AM
Location: Anywhere with flat ground
During this workshop we will introduce
basic poses and flows in a fun and safe
environment; all weaved with partner drills,
games, smart and accessible progressions,
and lots of solar energy.
Coffee Bar at Tasty Pasty!
Food
18+
8:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Location: Tasty Pasty, Elysium Fields
Whenever we get up in the morning, there
will be COFFEE with a side of SNARK*. We
might have iced coffee. Be prepared for bad
attitudes and SHAME if you don’t have a cup!

Drink it and Shut up. It’s free, and we hate
you. You’ll “love” our decaf-only Sundays!
(hint: decaf never served) We have lots of
tag lines.
*SNARK not optional
Morning Announcements
Performance
All Ages
9:00 AM to 9:30 AM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Stop by for our morning announcement! We
have all of the information that you need to
have an educational day at Mysteria High!!
What classes and activities will we be having
throughout the school day?! Find out if there
will be any important tests, when report
cards will be handed out, and who is running
for student council!! If you have any
pertinent information to share with the class,
then feel free to hop onto the microphone
and announce your heart out!
History 101: Kubb (Viking Chess)
Game
All Ages
10:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Professor RayJay is Classholes’ resident
Kubb specialist. The game will be set up for
people to play throughout the school day,
but if you can catch the expert in between
classes, he will show you why he is a master
Kubber.
Underpants Yoga
Playform
18+
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM
Location: Camp Contact
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When I first started inviting people to do
yoga with me at burns, I kept hearing the
same same thing: "I didn't bring any yoga
clothes!" I started answering "so come
practice in your underpants," and underpants
yoga was born. This is a creative vinyasa-style
yoga class appropriate for all levels of yogi
and tailored to whoever is in attendance,
with a sense of humor and relaxed
atmosphere. Oh, and u bc underpants.
Sunday Brunch
Food
All Ages
10:00 AM to 12:00 PM
Location: Beat Pitt
Oh good! You're... just take the morning off.
Sit, we got breakfast. Coffee, whiskey, and
Trash Hash served up to bring you back to
life. How much do you remember from last
night?
Rock Piles
Party
All Ages
10:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Location: Arcana
JoJo is back again this year, this time with
prizes(!) in three categories, for the best
rock piles that your little burner hands can
put together. So, set up your best Pile-ORocks near the main Arcana tent at any time
during the burn (Thursday through Sunday
Morning) and get ready for the Sunday
morning judging and awards banquet.
Categories include: Tallest Rock Pile (Stack
‘em high, people!), Largest Volume (How
many rocks can you put in one pile?) and
Most Flair (Can rock piles be pretty?) Pie and
Punch provided.

Weekend Waffel Brunch!
Food
18+
11:00 AM to 1:00 PM
Location: Camp Waffelhaus
We will be serving up our legendary Belgian
liège waffles. This type of waffle is richer,
denser, and chewier than other waffles.
Come find out what you've been missing.
(Please note: This is an 18+ event. Children
are not allowed in Elysium.)
Grandpage Happy Hour/Bacon & Bass
Bar
21+
11:00 AM to 2:00 PM
Location: Echo Collective
Join your favorite octogenarian bartenders
Howard, Edith and Trudy to protest the sad
state Echo is in these days and help MAKE
ECHO GREAT AGAIN. We are going to
build a moat and make PLF pay for it! Please
join us at Echo for a good old-fashioned
protest. Bacon and OLD Russians will be
provided for refreshments. It's the perfect
hangover cure: Ensure, booze, bacon and
heckles. Oh, and did I mention some LOUD
ASS BASS.
Pepper’s Bloody Mary Mashup and Hot
Sauce Roulette
Food
21+
11:00 AM to 1:00 PM
Location: SWOMP Camp
Last night’s bad behavior make you
bloodthirsty? Come quench those tastebuds
as Pep with SWOMP Camp brews up a spicy
Bloody Mary concoction special for you.
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Come try our assortment of hot sauces with
bacon or celery or pickles!

advantage of this once-in-a-lifetime deal!
Order now and we'll throw in a bear hug!

Love Tower
Playform
All Ages
11:00 AM to 12:00 AM
Location: Camp Wrong Way, Valhalla
(See description in Thursday’s events.)

MSG Bloody Marys
Bar
21+
12:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Don't believe bad science. MSG is awesome!
And so are Bloody Marys.

Shira Reads Tarot
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
11:11 AM to 11:11 PM
Location: Roaming
Do you have questions? The universe has
answers! Let's channel that infinite energy
through tarot cards to find the information
you need.
Acro Yoga Jam
Playform
All Ages
11:30 AM to 1:30 PM
Location: Camp Contact
All levels jam! Come with a partner or on
your own, as a beginner or an experienced
acro yogi. Let's connect and play through the
art of partner balancing aka climbing on and
lifting up your friends! with Victoria & Kevin
& Spacious.
Complimentary Compliments
Performance
All Ages
11:59 AM to 12:00 AM
Location: Namast'ay in Bed, out n' about
For a limited time only, we're offering
genuine compliments for the low low price
of $0.00! Visit your local Salem to take

Cookies & Cocktails
Bar
21+
12:00 PM to 1:00 PM
Location: Camp Updog (Avalon)
Think you know cookies? Think you love
cookies? Want to prove it? Win, and get
MORE cookies. Lose, and get MORE cookies
so you can study for next time. Then wash it
down with some of our tasty beverages. If
you’re feeling adventurous, ask for the Dog
Balls special. Come on down to Camp
UpDog and see what's up!
Pronoun Buttons
Apparel
21+
12:00 PM to 11:59 PM
Location: The Annex @ Sinister Minister
Support body positivity and trans burners by
wearing one of our pronoun buttons.
Virgin Bingo
Game
All Ages
12:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Location: SWOMP
Are you a virgin? Did your camp bring lots of
virgins? Send them to SWOMP camp's bar to
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pick up a copy of Virgin Bingo! Also
appropriate for the previously deflowered.
This is intended to help virgins and veterans
alike find shenanigans to dive into.
Aware Self Care: Self Massage and
Iyengar Yoga
Preventative Health/Wellness
All Ages
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM
Location: Effigy Burn Field, rain location at The
Mint
Join Genevieve from Aware Self Care
Therapeutics in this self-care exploration.
We will start with warm-up stretches,
rotations, and breath work, delving into
Iyengar Yoga arm and leg activations that are
pivotal in helping align us correctly in our
yoga poses and daily activities. We shall
explore the areas of our bodies that are less
activated and embodied in our day-to-day
activities, and learn about channeling our
consciousness through these areas so we can
gain more peace and freedom within our
bodies. We shall stare our pain bodies in the
face and breathe through them, knowing that
on the other side of this self-care is a party
that we can embody more fully now that our
bodies have been paid attention to. This
work saves my life on the daily, and I am
honored to be able to share it with you.
Spring of the Gods
Bar
All Ages
2:00 PM to 3:00 AM
Location: Echo Collective
**Ongoing Event**
We harbor no milk drinkers in our midst!
The Goddess Frigg grants her favor upon ye

mortals. With the power of foresight, she
has seen Ye warriors doth need hydration.
Otherworldly gifts are bestowed upon us!
Elixir of cucumber water at Echo bar for Ye
Olde weekend. Drink your Friggin water &
be a Viking.
Laser Tag (Daytime Edition)
Game
All Ages
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: Bangarang Camp
Face off against your friends or foes on our
obstacle course! Did your campmate burn
the bacon this morning? This is the perfect
place to battle it out. Please note that laser
tag hours are BMT (Burner Maybe Time)
Elijah Wood Collage-Making Session
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
2:00 PM to 3:00 PM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Pictures provided, but you're welcome to
bring your own.
The
Jousting
Tournament
of
Champions
Competition, Spectator Sport, and Spectacle.
18+
2:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Echo Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp
Valiant chivalrous knight, come ride for
courage, for honor, and for bravery on this
very serious field of combat! A formal
Jousting competition will be held for the
glory of this day. Come participate and claim
the ultimate title of Champion of Mysteria!
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We shall celebrate with the Drums and the
Bass, and quaff our thirst with the nectar of
the gods (spicy margaritas!).
Storytime
Performance
All Ages
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Gather round to hear or read stories old and
new. Bring your blankies, teddybears and
pillows to relax in our lounge and let the
soothing sounds of storytelling lull you into
an afternoon nap.
Arts and Crafts
Crafting
All Ages
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: CLASSHOLES!
Come relax in our lounge and get crafty!
We’ll have lots of doodads for you to play
with and create a wearable masterpiece! You
can make anything from earrings to a beaded
bracelet to a necklace made from recycled
materials; the only limitation is your
imagination! Feel free to bring some
accoutrements to share with the rest of the
class for the ultimate crafting experience.
LGBTea Party
Party
All Ages
2:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Location: The LGBTea House (within ARRR
Camp), Elysium Fields
Are you queer? Gay? Lesbian? Trans?
Genderfluid? Questioning? Feeling like you
need a queer cozy space, even in Mysteria?
Just want a cuppa? Come find the LGBTea

House, a subset of ARRR camp, a gender
variant-focused space intended to create a
casual haven for LGBTQIA folks. We host an
LGBTea Party daily from 2-4, but feel free to
ask for tea any time you drop by. Think of us
as Mysteria’s Gay Bar, only with more tea
and less bar!
Baron Samedi and the Bottle Tree
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Catastrophe! in Narnia
Baron Samedi and the Bottle Tree is an
interactive art installation piece. It provides a
portal space where you can send a written
message to your dear and departed, and rest
assured that the Baron will deliver them. It
also offers a space to honor and
commemorate the Lord of Death, the Baron
Samedi, and thank him for another year.
Baron Samedi (or Baron Saturday) is a
Haitian Voodoo Loa; he governs death,
hedonism and children. He accepts offerings
of rum, black coffee, and tobacco.
Saucer Toss
Playform
All Ages
3:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Location: In the Field Behind Fromage Grille
This is where the saucers come out to fly in
Mysteria. Extraterrestrial travelers beware!
This is not an event where you get to show
off your pimped-out saucers; this is an event
where saucers get chased, caught, or crash
land. No abductions will be allowed, but
experimentation in all ways of saucer tossing,
chasing, and catching is highly encouraged.
Saucer tossing is for those who are not afraid
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of the unknown, for learning to chase and
consistently catch elusive saucers will answer
many mysteries. With enough saucer chasers
together, we will test our training during
friendly games of opposing saucer tossing
teams. Disclaimer: Saucer tossing may or
may not be useful during a chance encounter
with a real flying saucer. If you spot a flying
saucer with travelers from the great beyond,
feel free to or not to put your saucer tossing
skills to the test. Such an encounter may
even happen at Transformus. Weirder things
have happened in Mysteria. Bring:
Comfortable shoes/socks and a hydrating
beverage.
Hippie Dippie Power Hour(s) with
Karma & Jordan
Party
All Ages
3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: PLF/Fire Triangle
Do you have rings on your fingers and bells
on your shoes? Are you into the blues?
Maybe you're just tired of EDM in general?
On Sunday from 3:00 – 5:00 pm at PLF, come
join Karma Jane, Jordan La Liaison, and the
rest of the hippies in Mysteria as we jam out
to some classic, quality, old-school hippie
tunes, while simultaneously torturing Parker
(so you know it's guaranteed to be a good
time!). Bring your flower crowns and leave
those shoes at camp – let’s get barefoot in
the grass. See you Sunday! Peace out, hippies
:)

Ritual Screaming
Ritual/Ceremony
All Ages
4:00 PM to 4:30 PM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Lots of emotions this burn? Just want to
scream? Come scream/yell with us and let it
all out!
Decentralization, Bitcoin & Beyond
Meetup
Party
All Ages
4:00 PM to 5:30 PM
Location: Camp Contact
Lets catch up on the latest news and tech
around decommodifying your banking.
The Big Reveal
Paticipatory Alternate Reality Game
18+
4:20 PM to 5:00 PM
Location: Cubicle at the Pyramid People
In which it all makes sense.
Saving Pangea! A Scavenger Hunt
Scavenger Hunt
All Ages
5:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Location: PANGEA
Our beautiful continent is splitting at the
seams. We need your help to keep us
together. We’ve learned that neighboring
camps have the people that can save our
existence. Please help us find them!
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Off With Their Heads
Performance
All Ages
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: Echo Collectivbe
The burn is coming to an end, and we all
know some debauchery has taken place.
Have any of your friends been just a little too
over-the-top? Bring them on down to Echo’s
Ye Olde Theme camp where executions will
continue to take place. An unfair trial will
deem who is worthy for death. OFF WITH
YOUR HEAD!
Noodle Service
Food
All Ages
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Location: White Dragon Noodle Bar
Don't let yourself get sucked into
conversations about what androids dream
about this year – those people are just trying
to steal your noodles! Instead, make sure
you come visit the White Dragon Noodle
Bar as the sun goes down and get some of
our *universally famous* mushroom broth
vegan noodles. Lookin' for bonus points? Just
bring your own noodle-receptacle! PS: Let us
know if Gluten-free is your style – we got
your hook up.
Sunset Party!
Party
All Ages
7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Location: Skrambles**!*
Join us in some spectacular sunset views as
we welcome the night! With beats and
booze.

Arcana International Film Festival
Film festival
All Ages
8:30 PM to 6:00 AM
Location: Arcana
The Arcana International Film Festival is the
largest film festival in the Transformus Family
of Burns and the most prestigious such
festival in the Southeast. It is one of the
oldest A-list film festivals, a category it shares
with the festivals in Cannes, Berlin, Venice,
San Sebastian, Moscow, Montreal, Shanghai,
and Tokyo. Among filmmakers, agents,
distributors, and journalists, the Arcana
International Film Festival is considered the
most important event in all of Mysteria.
Every year, the festival presents some
number of films from around the world, and
regularly hosts famous and important
filmmakers. The festival is intended for both
film professionals and the general public, and
offers visitors a carefully designed
programme, excellent facilities, and a broad
range of other services.
Dragon Take Over
Party
21+
10:00 PM to 2:00 AM
Location: Echo Presents: Ye Olde Theme Camp
Mutiny is upon us at Echo. The dragons will
turn the scales (teehee) and show these
burners who’s boss! Come tyrannize the
innocent, shake your tails and scales, and
enjoy a fiery beverage after the burn at Ye
Olde Theme Camp.
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"Go the Fuck to Sleep" Sound Cut-Off: Storytime, Instrument Jam Out, Fire Circle,
Ratchet Bar
Party
18+
1:00 AM to 5:00 AM
Location: PLF/Fire Triangle
"Go The Fuck To Sleep" is a not-so-secret code for "Stay the Fuck Awake with Us.” Every year
when the PLF amplified sound station shuts down on Sunday eve at 1:00 am, we invite you to join
us in keeping our liberation efforts flowing and going until the sun comes up. Got a story to tell?
A poem to share? A joke to crack? A minute of reading a favorite short passage? Join us
immediately after sound shut-off to do so. After the stories, strum a banjo, beat a drum,
didgeriyourdoo, dance the dances, break out the tarot cards, and reminisce on your week in
Mysteria. Gather round as our Fire Circle keeps itself lit. Praise, worship, and join the cat cult at
the Meowter Limits Kitty Altar Tent. Take a load off and purr the night away in the Pretty Princess
Pussy Palace. The Fire Triangle "Ratchet Bar" will kick into overtime until the wee hours, so bring
your ratchety self and your cup. Any extra booze contributions are welcomed. Help us help you
help us take our time at Mysteria out with all the appropriate debauchery.
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